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Plaintiff's Reply in Support of Her Motion for Reconsideration of Trial Decision 
filed June 24, 2013 .................................................................................... Vol. III - p. 475 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions filed June 2013 ............................................... Vol. III - p. 463 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Objection and Reply in Support of l\fotion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint and Add Defendant's 





List filed :tv1ay 
Exhibit List filed 
24,2012 
l'vfay 17, 2012 
Support of Plaintiff's 
13, 2014 ...................... . 
filed April 26, 2013 
I-p . 
......... Vol.II - p. 261 
I-p.191 
I- p. 174 
Regarding Entry of 
IV -p. 684 
Vol. II - p. 356 
................................................................. Vol. V-p. 909 
V p. 918 
Reply :NoveIUber15,2011 I- 108 
Respondent's Request Additional Transcript 
filed July 24, 2014 ..................................................................................... Vol. V - p. 936 
Response to Second Order Conditionally Dismissing appeal Re: Final Judginent 
filed SepteIUber 15, 2014 .......................................................................... Vol. V - p. 953 
Revised Judginent and Decree of Partition filed Jan. 24, 
ROAs ·········u······················--······-........... Vol. I - p. 21, 
Vol. IV - p. 631 and Vol. V - p. 821 
II - p. 220, 
IV -p. 713 
III- p. 423, 
Second Affidavit of Service of Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as 
Attorney of Record filed April 17, 2013 ................................................ Vol.II - p. 349 
Second Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal Re: Final Judginent 
filed SepteIUber 2, 2014 ............................................................................ Vol. V - p. 945 
Statement dated 9/29/2014 for transcripts filed Oct. 10, 2014 .......... Vol. V - p. 963 
Stipulation Tiine to Take Depositions Parties and 
Witnesses filed May 9, 2012 I - p. 171 












































First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
User: HUMRICH 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 



























New Case Filed - Other Claims Steve Verby 
Plaintiff: Pandrea, Mary Appearance Douglas S. Steve Verby 
Marfice 
Filing: A - All initial civil case of any not Steve Yerby 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Ramsden & Lyons Receipt 
number: 0456705 Dated: 5/12/2011 Amount: 
$8ROO (Check) For: Pandrea, Mar'/ 
Complaint Filed - Complaint for Partition and 
Accounting 
Summons issued 
Miscellaneous Payment For Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0456761 




Miscellaneous Payment For Steve Verby 
Conforming A Prepared Per Paid 
by: Ramsden & Lyons Receipt number: 0456994 
Dated: 5/19/2011 Amount: $2.00 
Miscellaneous Payment For Certifying The Same Steve Yerby 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Ramsden & Lyons Receipt number: 0456994 
Dated: 5/19/2011 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Lis Pendens filed 
Motion To Disqualify 
Disqualification Of Judge - Automatic 
Order to Disqualify Judge 
Change Assigned Judge 
Order of Reassignment 





District Court Clerks 
John T Mitchell 
Benjamin R Simpson 
Affidavit Of Service Benjamin R Simpson 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Benjamin R. Simpson 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Clark, Kari 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0458688 Dated: 
6/20/2011 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Clark, 
Kari ( defendant) 
Notice of Appearance Benjamin R. Simpson 
Defendant: Clark, Kari Appearance Pro Se R. Simpson 
Motion To Disqualify Judge Benjamin R Simpson 
Notice of intent to Take Defauit Benjamin R Simpson 
File Out Of County - Judge Simpson Benjamin R Simpson 
Answer to Complaint for Partition and Accounting Benjamin R. Simpson 



































































1-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Answer to Complaint Partition and R Simpson 
by Bade for Defendant) - no Sub of 
Counsel filed 
File Returned Benjamin R Simpson 
Order to Disqualify Judge 
Disqualification Of Judge - Automatic 
Change Assigned Judge 
Order of Reassignment 
Change Assigned Judge 
File Out Of Count'/- Judge 
Hearing Scheduled {Status Conference 
10/24/2011 03:00 PM) be heard Kootenai 
Notice of Hearing 
for of 
order provided) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For '"':::ivmn 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page 
Mary Pandrea Receipt number: 0463161 Dated: 
9/19/2011 Amount: $2.00 
faxed proposed order and proposed amended 
complaint to Judge Simpson 
Order to Amend Complaint 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Order to Amend Complaint 
pro 
pro 
Benjamin R Simpson 
Benjamin R Simpson 
District Court Clerks 
John T Mitchell 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Benjamin R Simpson 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Order to Amend Complaint John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Acknowledgment Pursuant to Rule 16(k)(7) IRCP John Patrick luster 
Regarding Case Status/ Mediation 
HENDRICKSO File Out Of County John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Answer to Amended Complaint for Partition and John Patrick luster 
Accounting and 




Court Log- From Kootenai County John Patrick Luster 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 10/24/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus Brownell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: (to be heard in Kootenai 
Less Than 100 Pages 
File Returned 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial - 2 Days 
05/30/2012 09:00 AM) 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
Time: 02: RnA R~pnrt 
Page 3 of 18 Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
E Pandrea vs. Clark 
Date Code User Judge 
11/2/2011 OPPELT Notice Of Trial (Uniform Pretrial Order Attached) John Patrick Luster 
11/8/2011 Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary Receipt number: 0465379 Dated: 
11/8/2011 Amount: $8.00 (Check) 
11/14/2011 REQU HENDRICKSO Defendat/Counterclaimant's Requests For John Patrick Luster 
Admissions, Answers to Interrogatories, and 
Production of Documents to Plaintiff/Counter 
Defendant MAry E Pandrea, Set One 
11/15/2011 REPL Reply to Counterclaim John Patrick Luster 
11/16/2011 NOSV HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterclaimant's Notice of of John Patrick Luster 
Request For Admissions, Answers to 
Interrogatories, and Production of 
Set one Upon Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Mar E 
Pandrea 
12/13/201 NOSV Notice of Service John Patrick Luster 
12/29/2011 NOSV HENDRICKSO Notice of Service of Discovery John Patrick Luster 
12/30/2011 NOSV Notice of Service of Discovery Requests John Patrick Luster 
1/4/2012 NOTC HENDRICKSO Notice of Compliance - (expert witnesses) John Patrick Luster 
T Smet 
1/30/2012 NOTC OPPELT Notice of Compliance John Patrick Luster 
2/7/2012 NOSV OPPELT Notice Of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimants' John Patrick Luster 
Response to Plaintiff/Counter Defendant's First 
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents 
2/10/2012 HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Mary Receipt number: 0469328 Dated: 
2/10/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Cash) 
3/5/2012 NOTC HENDRICKSO Notice of Compliance with Pretrial Order re: John Patrick Luster 
Defendant/Counterclaimants' Expert Witness 
Disclosure 
4/4/2012 NOHG HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing of Defendant/Counter John Patrick Luster 
Claimant's Motion to Continue Trial 
HRSC HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Continue John Patrick Luster 
04/25/2012 04:00 PM) Defendant/Counter 
Claimant's Motion to Continue Trial 
4/11/2012 MOTN HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion To Continue John Patrick Luster 
Trial 
AFFD HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Ethel M. Boyd in Support of John Patrick Luster 
Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion To Continue 
Trial 
AFFD Affidavit of Kari A. Clark in Support of John Patrick Luster 
Defenant/Counterclaimant's Motion To Continue 
Trial 
Date: 11/18/2014 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
02: ROA Report 
Page 4 of 18 1-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
E. Pandrea vs. Clark 
Date Code User Judge 
4/11/2012 AFFD HENDRICKSO Affidait of Shirley Bade in Support of John Patrick Luster 
Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motin To 
Tiral 
4/19/2012 FIOC OPPELT File Out Of County - Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
4/25/2012 CTLG OPPELT Court Log- From Kootenai County- No CD John Patrick Luster 
DCHH OPPELT Hearing result for Motion to Continue scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 04/25/2012 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Valerie Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant/Counter Claimant's Motion 
to Continue Trial - Kootenai County- Less Than 
100 Pages 
DENY OPPELT Hearing result for Motion to Continue scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 04/25/2012 04:00 PM: Motion Denied 
Defendant/Counter Claimant's Motion to Continue 
Trial - Kootenai County 
5/1/2012 ORDR HENDRICKSO Order Denying Defendant1s Motion To Continue John Patrick Luster 
Trial 
5/4/2012 FIRT OPPELT File Returned John Patrick Luster 
NOTO OPPELT Notice Of Deposition of Plaintiff/Counter John Patrick Luster 
Defendant Mary E Pandrea 
5/9/2012 NOSV Notice of Service of Discovery Responses John Patrick Luster 
NOTC HENDRICKSO Notice of Compliance John Patrick Luster 
STIP Stipulation for Enlargement of Time to Take John Patrick Luster 
Depositions of Parties and Witnesses 
5/17/2012 FIOC OPPELT File Out Of County - Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
WITN HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Witness List John Patrick Luster 
EXHB HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Exhibit List John Patrick Luster 
5/18/2012 EXHB HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Supplemental Exhibit List John Patrick Luster 
5/22/2012 EXHB HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Second Supplemental Exhibit List John Patrick Luster 
5/24/2012 BREF HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Trial Brief John Patrick Luster 
5/25/2012 BREF HENDRICKSO Defendant's Trial Brief John Patrick Luster 
HRVC HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Court Trial - 2 Days scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 05/30/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial - 2 Days John Patrick Luster 
06/12/2012 09:00 AM) to be held in Kootenai 
County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Court Trial John Patrick Luster 
5/31/2012 EXHB Plaintiff's Third Supplemental Exhibit List Patrick Luster 
,/6/2012 NOTC HENDRICKSO Notice of Taking Deposition of Suzanne Metzger John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 
02:3 1 
Page 5 18 




















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Clark 
Hearing result for Court Trial - 2 scheduled 
on 06/12/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: to be held in Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Minute Entry re: closing briefs 
HENDRICKSO *******END OF FILE #1*****BEGIN FILE #2***** 
OPPELT Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief 
OPPELT Defendant's Post-Trial Brief and 
Argument 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 
11/21/2012 03:00 PM) to be held in Kootenai 
Notice Of Hearing 
Decision re: Court Trial 
Document faxed to Judge -
Notice of Hearing 
User: HUMRICH 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick luster 
John Patrick luster 
OPPELT Defendant's Objection to Proposed Judgment and John Patrick Luster 
Decree of Partition and Request for Hearing 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 11/21/2012 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: to be held in Kootenai County - Under 
100 Pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/14/2013 03:00 John Patrick Luster 
PM) to Clarify Survey 
OPPELT Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Transcript Preparation John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of John Marquette in Support of Plaintiff's John Patrick Luster 
Proposed Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary E Pandrea In Support of John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Prosposed Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
01/14/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: to Clarify Survey (In Kootenai County) 
n""t:isinn nn nefendant's Objection Patrick Luster 
Judgment 
OPPELT Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Defendant: Clark, Kari Appearance Richard John Patrick Luster 
Keating Kuck 
Notice Of Appearance Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time: 02:. 













First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
RO/:..Report 
1-0000835 Current Judge: John 





Se John Patrick Luster MORELAND 
MORELAND 
MORELAND 
Declaration of Pandrea John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's John Patrick Luster 
Based on Clouded Title & Defendant's Failure to 
Provide a True & Accurate 
HENDRICKSO *******END OF FILE #2*****BEGIN 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Motion for Recosideration 
Decision 
#3****** John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs ,rnn,nnn for John Patrick Luster 
Reconsideration of Trial Decision 



















Motion for Leave to Withdraw as nn,"-"'3 " of 
Record -Attorney D. Marfice 
Stipulation for Order to Allow 11vn·hr11·::iw::::11 as 
Attorney of Record 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRiCKSO Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 
03/28/2013 03:00 PM) Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Documents faxed to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster KRAMES Miscellaneous Payment: For Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0487907 
Dated: 3/22/2013 Amount: 
HENDRICKSO Defendant's Moton to Strike Plaintiff's Pro-Se John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
Pleadings and Request for Appropriate Sanctions 
Document faxed to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as John Patrick Luster 
Attorney of Record 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 03/28/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai County 
HENDRlCKSO Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 03/28/2013 03:00 PM: Motion Granted 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO File Returned Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH 
Affidavit of Service of Order Granting Motion for John Patrick Luster 
Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record 
Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary Receipt number: 0488546 Dated: 
4/5/2013 Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Notice Of Appearance (by Mary E. John Patrick Luster 
Date: 1 8/2014 
Time: 02:. 
Page 7 of 8 








First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E. Pandrea vs. Kari 
User 
HENDRICKSO Second Affidavit of Service 
Motion For Leave to Withdraw as Arrrwn,,,, 
Record 
User: HUMRICH 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff Re-Flied Motion for Reconsideration of John Patrick Luster 
Trial Decision 
(Without Argument) 
HENDRICKSO Re-Filed Declaration of Pandrea John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Re-Filed to John Patrick Luster 
RUiing Based on Clouded Title and Defendant's 
Failure to Provide a True and 
Accounting 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Notice of Intent to and Re-File John Patrick Luster 
Prior Pro Se FIiing 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Opposition Defendant's 
Strike Plaintiff's Pro Se 
for Appropriate Sanctions 
Memorandum in Support of Refiled 
Motion for Reconsideration of Trial Decision 
(Without Argument) 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 








HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing - John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiffs Re-Filed Objection to Based on 
Clouded Title and Defendant's Failure to Provide 
a True and Accurate Accounting 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
06/19i2013 03:00 PM) Plaintiffs Re-Filed 
Objection 
Kootenai County 
HENDR!CKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Re-Filed Moton for Reconsideration 
Without Argument 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/19/2013 03:00 John Patrick Luster 
PM) Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Objection to Ruling Based on 
Clouded Title and Defendant's Failure to Provide 
a True and Accurate Accounting 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 06/19/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated and 
will be rescheduled Plaintiff's Re-Filed Objection 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 
AM) Kootenai County 
re: Re-Filed Objection 
3/2013 09:30 John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time 02:. 
Page 8 of 8 






















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick luster 




HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration Without 
Argument 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 





John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled 06/13/2013 09:30 John Patrick Luster 
AM) Kootenai County 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO File Out Of County John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of 1-10,:::.r,,.,,.., 
re: Re-Filed Motion for wo,rnr,c:,n!,::,r,~-rw,n Without 
Argument 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Continued (Motion 06/14/201 John Patrick Luster 
Kootenai County 
re: Re-Filed Objection 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration Without 
Argument 
HENDRICKSO Continued (Motion 06/14/2013 0940 John Patrick Luster 
Kootenai County 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Affidvit of John Marquette John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of John Pandrea In of Plaintiff John Patrick Luster 
Mary E. Pandrea's Re-Filed Motion for 
Reconsideration 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Debbie A Gadbaw in Support of Mary John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea's Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration of 
Trial Decision 
(Without Argument) 
HENDRlCKSO Notice of FIiing of Record of Survey and Legals John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Defendant's Motion to Amend 
and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing 
re: Defendant's Motion to Amend 
and Conclusions of Law 
of Fact John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
of Fact 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled 06/14/2013 09:40 John Patrick Luster 
AM) Defendant's Motion to Amend Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Defendant Clark's Response to Plaintiffs Motion John Patrick Luster 
for Reconsideration 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time: 02: M 
Page 9 of 18 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User: HUMRICH 















HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: Kootenai 
re: Re-Filed Objection 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court Hearing Hel( 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant's Motion to Amend 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court 











Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages this 
estimated: Kootenai 
Plaintiff's Motion Reconsideration 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Amend Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/26/2013 01 :30 John Patrick Luster 
PM) Kootenai County 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Motion to Continue 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Continue John Patrick Luster 
06/26/2013 01:30 PM) 
Motion to Continue Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion John Patrick Luster 
for Reconsideration 
Plaintiff's Reply in Support of Her Motion for 
Reconsideration of Trial Decision 
John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Continue Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Reply to John Patrick Luster 
Support Her Motion for Reconsideration of Trial 
Decision 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion to Continue scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 06/26/2013 01 :30 PM: District Court HQ:;;,nr,n 
Held 
Court Reporter: Valerie Nunemacher 



























First Judicial District Court - Bonner Count'; 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 




HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/26/2013 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Valerie Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/26/2013 01 :30 PM: Motion to Reconsider on 
the Accounting Denied Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing 
re: Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Motion to Intervene and for Stay 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Other party: Thornton, John F Appearance John Patrick Luster 
Valerie Thornton 
HENDRICKSO Filing: - Initial Appearance persons other John Patrick Luster 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid Thorton 
Law Office Receipt number: 0495569 Dated: 
8/20/2013 Amount: $66.00 For: 
Thornton, John F (other party) 
Document sent to Judge for review John Patrick Luster 
also, no notice of hearing or order To intervene 
filed at the time of the above motion 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Motion for Leave to File John Patrick Luster 
The Second Amended Complaint and to Add 
Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary Pandrea in Support of Mary John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea's Motion for Leave to File Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to John Patrick Luster 
File Second Amended Complaint and to Add 
Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Second Amended John Patrick Luster 
Complaint and to Add Defendants [PROPOSAL] 
HENDRlCKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/27/2013 10:00 John Patrick Luster 
AM) Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
09/27/2013 10:00 AM: Continued Plaintiffs 
Motion for Leave to file Second Amended 
Complaint and to Add Defendants - Per District 
continued to October 25, 2013 1 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled {Motion 10/25/2013 01 :00 John Patrick Luster 
PM) Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 



















First Judicial District Court = Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User: HUMR!CH 
User Judge 
HENDRICKSO Per email from Kathy Luster's the John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint will be 
heard on October 18, 2013 at 1 in Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Continued (Motion 10/18/2013 01 :00 All John Patrick Luster 
Motion previously scheduled Sept 27 
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re" John Thomotn's Motion to Intervene 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Intervene John Patrick Luster 
0/18/2013 01:00 PM) Kootenai 
Thornton Intervenor 
HENDRICKSO Clark's Objectin to John Patrick Luster 
Leave to File Second Amended 
to Add Additional Defendants 
Defendant's Kari Clark's Opposition to John F. John Patrick Luster 
Thornton's Motion to Intervene and Motion For 
Stay 
Notice of Evidence and Argument John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Objection and John Patrick Luster 
Reply in Support of Motion for leave to Amend 
Complaint and Add Defendant's 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Mary Pandrea Receipt number: 0498635 Dated 
10/17/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Check) 
HENDRICKSO Order Denying Plaintiff's Re-Filed Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Reconsider 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion to Intervene scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 10/18/2013 01:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai County 
J. Thornton Intervenor 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
Oi18/2013 01 :00 PM: District Court Heh 
Court Reporter: Kari Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: All Motion previously scheduled 
27 
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: John Thorton's Motion to Intervene 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time: 02: 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User: HUMRICH 





























H,:,::inr11, Scheduled (Motion 3 01 :30 John Patrick Luster 
J. Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
Decision On Plaintiffs Motion to Amend John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Unavailability - V Thornton John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick luster 
12/06/2013 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Anita Self 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: J. Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
12/06/2013 01:30 PM: Motion Denied J 
Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
Kootenai County 
KRAMES For Entry Of Final John Patrick Luster 
KRAMES Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
for of Final 
KRAMES Hearing Scheduled (Motion ·30 John Patrick Luster 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion for 
Of Final Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Objection to Clark's Motion for of Final John Patrick luster 
Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
01/03/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court He!< 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion for Of 
Final Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/17/2014 01:30 John Patrick Luster 
PM) for Entry of Judgment 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Objection to Judgment Motion for Hearing or For John Patrick Luster 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Objection to Clark's Motion for of Final John Patrick luster 
BOWERS 
Judgment 
Pre-Hearing Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's John Patrick Luster 
Position Regarding Entry of Final Judgment 
Declaration of John Marquette 
Order Denying John F. Thornton's Motion to 
intervene and Motion for Stay 
John Patrick Luster 



























First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
-0000835 CurrentJudge:John 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Hearing result for Motion 
01/17/2014 01:30 PM: District 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 




John Patrick Luster 
Hel< 
HENDRICKSO Coversheet John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea's Proposed Judgment and Decree of 
Partition { 1) & (2) 
HENDRICKSO Documents emailed to Judge Luster 
Declaration of John Marquette 
Coversheet Pandrea's Proposed 
Decree of Partation ( 1) & 
Revised Proposed 
Partition (Judgment in 
u1som,mc,n entered for: 
Defendant; Thornton, John F, 
Pandrea, Mary E., Plaintiff. 
and 
John Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
Miscellaneous Payment: Fax Fee Paid Jason John Patrick Luster 
M. Grey Receipt number: 0001315 Dated: 
1/28/2014 Amount $9.00 (Credit 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: Cost - CC John Patrick Luster 
Paid by: Jason M. Grey Receipt number: 0001315 
Dated: 1/28/2014 Amount: $3.00 {Credit card) 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Fina! 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Debbie A. Gadbaw in Support of John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Motion for Attortney Fees and Costs John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney John Patrick Luster 
Fees 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for John Patrick Luster 
Fees and Costs 
Pandrea's Affidavit for Costs and Attorney Fees John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for John Patnck Luster 
Reconsideration of Final Judgment and Decree of 
Partition and Clarification 
HENDRICKSO No Notice of Hearing filed with the above motions John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time: 02: 






















Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick 
Mart E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Defendant's Motion to Disallow 
and Costs to Plaintiff Mary E Pandrea 
Defendant's Memorandum 
Disallow Attorneys Fees and Costs to Plaintiff 
Mary E Pandrea 
KRAMES Miscellaneous Payment: For Making 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0002884 
Dated: 2/24/2014 Amount: 
User: HUMRICH 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
KRAMES Miscellaneous Payment: For The Same John Patrick Luster 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0002884 
Dated: 2/24/2014 Amount: .00 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Motion to Disallow 
Plaintiff Mary E Pandrea 
Scheduled Patrick Luster 
Defs Motion to Disallow 
Costs to Plaintiff Mary E Pandrea 
HUMRICH Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John Patrick Luster 
Supreme Court Paid by: Thornton, John F 
(other party} Receipt number: 0003759 Dated: 
3/7/2014 Amount: $1 For: 
Thornton, John F ( other 
HUMRICH Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid John Patrick Luster 
John F (other party) Receipt number: 0003759 
Dated: 3/7/2014 Amount: For: 
Thornton, John F (other party) 
HUMRICH Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 3763 Dated John Patrick Luster 
3/7/2014 for 300.00) 
KRAMES Plaintiff's Response To Defendant's Motion To John Patrick Luster 
Disallow Attorney Fees And Costs To Pandrea 
HUMRICH Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO 3-10-14 1:47pm Talked with Kathy (Judge John Patrick Luster 
Luster's chambers) she stated that the clerk the 
did the hearing for this order ( dated Jan 17th, 
2014) just put it in the file and did not fax it to us. 
She said that she would speak to her 
re: the matter of not faxing us the copy to class -
order dated 01-17-2014 - Order Denying John F 
Thornton's rv1o-tion to :nte0iene and Mot;cn for 
Stay 
Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Judgment and Decree of Partition 
Date: 11/18/2014 































First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User 
User: HUMRICH 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/02/2014 08:00 John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Judgment and Decree of Partition 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
03/14/2014 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defs Motion to Disallow 
Fees and Costs to Plaintiff Mar; E. Pandrea 













Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER 
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL" 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Filed Objection to Dismissal of,--,..,,.,,.,~ ... rec'd via Idaho Supreme Court 
email from ISC 
Clerk Information-appeal 
un1n::;;n11T of Pandrea in VUL/1,./Vl 
Reconsideration of Final 
Partition 
Clerk Information -Appeal currently suspended; 
pending Order form Court 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER 
DISMISSING APPEAL" 
Change Assigned Judge 
Defendant Clark's Response to Plaintiffs Motion 
for Reconsideration 
Decision on Plaintiffs Motion for Fees and Costs 
(8 Pages) 
Plaintiffs Reply to Defendant's Response to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification and Objection to Facts Not on 
Record Included in Clark's Supporting 
Memorandum 
Judge Luster is keeping the file. 
File under advisement 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
05/02/2014 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Piaintiff s Motion for Reconsideration 
of the Judgment and Decree of Partition 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Thornton, John F Receipt number: 0007391 
Dated: 5/6/2014 Amount: $10.00 (Cash) 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 
Time: 02: 

























First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User: HUMRICH 
Miscellaneous Payment For CertiflJing The Sarne John Patrick Luster 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Thornton, John F Receipt number: 0007391 
Dated: 5/6/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Augmented Exhibit from Hearing Dated May 2, John Patrick Luster 
2014 for Pandrea's Motion for Reconsideration of 
the Fina! Judgment and Decree of Partition Filed 
February 7, 2014 
Letter from Mary E. Pandrea to The Honorable John Patrick Luster 
John P. Luster Dated May 9, 2014 
BOWERS Defendant's Objection to Consideration of John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiffs Post-Hearing Filings 
Remittitur faxed to Judge Luster) John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff Mary Panrea's Response To Clark's John Patrick Luster 
To Exhibit And Request For Judicial 
Court Document Filed- Patrick Luster 
"ACKNOWLEDGMENT OFRECEIPT: 
REMITTITUR" 
HUMR!CH Remittitur John Patrick Luster 
Cash Bond Exonerated {Amount John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Decision on Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration John Patrick Luster 
TAYLOR Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0009389 
Dated: 6/6/2014 Amount $9.00 (Cash) 
HUMR!CH Motion and Affidavit for Fee Waiver (faxed to John Patrick Luster 
Judge Luster) 
HUMRICH Order Re: Fee Waiver John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John Patrick Luster 
Supreme Court Paid by: Pandrea, Mary E. 
(plaintiff) Receipt number: 0011695 Dated: 
7/16/2014 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: Pandrea, 
Mary E. (plaintiff) 
HUMRICH Clerk's Records due 10/29/2014 John Patrick Luster 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER John Patrick Luster 
DISMISSING APPEAL FOR A 
FINAL JUDGMENT" 
iSC Docket #42333-2014 Patrick Luster 
Respondent's Request for Additional Transcript John Patrick Luster 
Date: 11/18/2014 





















Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
1-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Clerk Information - faxed to Judge Order 
Conditionally Dismissing Appeal for a Final 
and Respondent's Request for 
Additonal Transcript 
(6 pgs) 
HENDRICKSO Civil Disposition entered for: Clark, 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mary E., Plaintiff. 
date: 8/12/2014 
HUMRICH Clerk's Records due 12/2/2014 
HUMRICH Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Val Thomotn Receipt number: 0014028 Dated: 




John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Same John Patrick Luster 
Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Thornotn Receipt number: 0014028 Dated 
8/28/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "SECOND John Patrick Luster 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING 
APPEAL RE: FINAL JUDGMENT" 
BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14714 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 687.90) 
BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14716 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 215.00) 
BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14718 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 516.75) 
HENDR!CKSO Amended Judgment John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Civil Disposition entered for: Clark, Kari, John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea, Mary E., Plaintiff. 
date: 9/11/2014 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "RESPONSE John Patrick Luster 
TO SECOND ORDER CONDITIONALLY 
DISMISSING APPEAL RE; FINAL JUDGMENT' 
(Filed by M. Pandrea) - rec'd via email from ISC 
HUMRICH Amended Judgment filed 9/11/2014 certified and John Patrick Luster 
emailed to ISC; per request 
HUMRICH Amended Judgment filed with Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Court Document Filed- "Order to Patrick Luster 
Reinstate Appellate Proceedings' 
HUMRICH Statement dated 9/26/2014 from Julie Foland John Patrick luster 
for transcripts $613. 15 
HUMRICH Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal by Julie John Patrick Luster 
K. Foland - Court Trial Day One 6/12/2012 and 
Court Trial Day Two 6/13/2012 
Date· 11/18/2014 



















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 





Filed by Julie K. Foland - Court Trial Patrick Luster 
1 on 6/12/2012 and Court Trial 2 on 
6/13/2012 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 1489 dated John Patrick Luster 
1 6/2014 amount 613.1 
Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Keri John Patrick Luster 
Veare - Motion to Clarify on 1/14/2013, Order 
Denying Plaintiffs Motion 0/18/2013 and of 
Judgment on 1/17/2014 
Invoice for transcripts from Keri 
to Clarify on 1/14/2013, Order 
Motion 10/18/2013 and of 
1/17/2014; $503.75 
Filed by Keri J. Veare -
on 1/14/2013, Order 
Motion 10/18/2013 and 
7/2014 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Bond Converted {Transaction number 575 dated John Patrick Luster 
0/29/2014 amount 503.75) 
Cash Bond Exonerated John Patrick Luster 
Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal John Patrick Luster 
Valerie Nunemacher - Motion to Reconsider on 
6/26/2013 
Transcript Filed by Valerie Nunemacher - Motion John Patrick Luster 
to Reconsider on 6/26/2013 
Invoice dated 10/31/2014 from Valerie 
Nunemacher for transcript of Motion to 
Reconsider on 6/26/2013 -
John Patrick Luster 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 1585 dated John Patrick luster 
11/3/2014 amount 215.00) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 586 dated John Patrick Luster 
11/3/2014 amount 35.25) 
Jun 12 20 3 3: PM RICHARDKKUCKPLLC 
COURT OF THE 
OF ID.A.HO, N ANTI 











.,_,,--,u '-'-·"- a single woman 
as Trustee of the Kari A. 
A. Pandrea Revocable 
2002 and Dated June 21, 
as of the Kari A. Clark 
Trust u/a Dated June 21, 2010, 
Counter-claimant, 
VS. 
MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
23 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark Mary A. Pandrea Revocable 


















June 2013, she filed with the 
RECORD OF SURVEY 

















~TCHARDKKUCKPLLC 20P6S 3379 p.2 
t::P-dav of June 201 - ~ 
RECORD OF SUR \l'EY -2 










correct copy of the foregoing do1c:urner1t 
ad(llressea to the following: 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
[ J .S. Mail, postage prepaid, 
[ Fax transmission 
[ ] Hand delivered. 
iXI Overright mail 
FILING OF RECORD OF SURVEY 
2086673379 p.3 
I to be served a 
u. .. ,..,..,._,'"'"' indicated below, and 
LEGALS- 3 






STATE OF IDAHO, 
OF THE 
a single woman,, 
LL,"-"~"· a single woman 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. 






CLARK, a single womail } 
&"'ld as Trustee ofthe Kari A. ) 
Clark and \c1ary A. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
9, 2002 and Dated June 21, 20IO} 
as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 







1vt4RY PANDREA, a single woman) 
idually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary A. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
u!a April 9, 2002 ) 
) 
Counter-defendant ) 
the Defendant, KARI A. 
MOTION TO Al'vtE~ FINDINGS 
Al'ID CONCLUSIO:\i'S OF LA \V - I 
2 86673379 




S :\fOTION TO A1v1E};D 
OF FACT AND 
LAW 
moves the 
Ju~ 12 2013 3: OPM RICHARDKKUCKPLLC 2086673379 p.5 
acreage 
as determined. 
surveyor V'.ith J.R.S. Surveying, Inc., as reflected in his 
a licensed professional land 
2013 Record Survey. 
A true and correct June 6, 3 Record Survey is attached to the 
contemporaneously with Motion. 
that it would be 
of nine 
parcel was described at 
to the Defendant, 
included vvithin 




mutually errant trial evidence 
acres. 
3 survey revealed that the parties 
of Parcel I and 
I 9 Therefore, using the ratio that the Court adopted in its August 16, 2012 Decision Re: 
Court Trial, and in conformity with the guidance on the allocation of waterfront provided 
21 by the Court's August 16, 2013 Decision Re: Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs 
22 
Proposed Judgment, John Marquette prepared his June 6, 2013 Record of Survey. 
24
1 The Defendant respectfully moves the Court to amend its Findings of Fact and 
28 
'Conclusions of Law to conform to the June 6, 2013 Record Survey and to adopt that 
easement described tne:re1n as the 
DEFE'JDANT'S YIOTION TO AMEl'-,iTI FINDNGS 
OF FACT A.J."'1) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - 2 
this 
























addressed to the following: 
E. Pandrea 
4686 Pack River Road 




.,u ..... i=au• mail 
Richard K. Kuck 
~ev for Defendant 
13 
28 I I DEFENDi\NT'S MOTION TO A.\.1ENTI I FACT CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - 3 
20AS6?337S p.6 
13 I caused to be served a 
and 







3 408 Sherm.an 
Coeur d~ Alene, ID 
4 Tel: 208-667-3600 
Fax: 208-667-3379 











~.,LcU. U ·u~ .• a woman 
as Trustee of the Kari A. 
u/a Dated June 21, 201 O; 
Defendant. 
KARI A. CLA,RK, a single woman 
17 individual and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable 
18 
Trust, u/a April 9, 2002 and Dated June 21, 
19 2010 and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark 





un.a..~ ... Y E. PANDREA, a single woman 
23 ·ndividually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary A. Pandrea Revocable 































JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
COUNTY OF B01'i"'NER 
NO. 1-835 
27 COlvIBS NOW the Defendant/Counter-claimant, KARI A. CLARK, and 
28 
DEFENDA:N1 CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 












8 Clark to 
R CHARDKKUCKPLLC 2086673379 
property owned by the parties as tenants common. 
to 
John a professional land 
ofBonners Idaho, was by Defendant 
discovered that 
were mistaken as to the total amount 'l,\iirich they 
believed 
Parcel Il 
it to According to rvtr. 
effected area is along the waterfront on the northwest comer of Parcel II, 
II' s border with Parcel l. Defendant Clark has filed a motion 
pursuant to Idaho Rule Procedure to its finding of fact 
and survey in an Aftidavit 
p. 10 
u,.u:u.u.,,u to Defendant Clark's IRCP 52tb) motion. :M:r. Marquette's partition retains 
of the Court's earlier a;.vard, embraces the Court's guidance on 
e distribution of the waterfront area, defines the ordered easement across Parcel I and 
I at a size greater than ten ( l 0) acres that entirely preserves its American 
23 
Tree Fann designation. 
24 
25 moved the Court to reconsider its trial decision and award to her 
property, including all of Parcel 1 and all 
clear that 
28 
DEFENDPuW RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS 
FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2 




encumbered the property to 
20866733 S 
flat-lands. 
mountainside and to 
attempt to 
numerous allegations, each 
as 
estate. 
no described lower easement across Parcel I benefitting Parcel II 
because any easement benefitting Parcel II across Parcel I was extinguished by merger. 
18 
19 existing road across Parcel L 
5. foot easement across Parcel I Bonner County 
21 Building Code. 
22 
24 
6. Plaintiff is embroiled in litigation initiated in Spokane County, Washington in 
hich her mother's estate obtained a judgment against her, which has caused family 
25 stresses 
26 able to use 
27 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO 
-3 
property if Clark is 
waterfront on Parcel 
• 1 1 










Argument Regarding Fraud 
Defendant Clark used her interest in the real property which 
......._._ ... ..._ ... to secure a $10,000.00 loan from Deanna and Kenneth Barrett to 
case. 
of Kennet.h and Deanna Barrett filed conjunction with this 
proves at no time did the Barretts believe they were acquiring any 
consistent \.\11th Idaho 
of Pandrea's interest 
that reason no slander of Plaintiff's title could possibly have occurred. 
It interesting to remember that at ail relevant times, Plaintiff's son was 
attempting to foreclose a N!aterialman' s Lien which he had recorded with Plaintiff's 
'Written ass:1stan.;:e against the entirety of Parcels I and II to secure an alleged indebtedness 
18 
19 owed to him solely by the Plaintiff for improvements which he claimed to have made on 
20 Parcel I at the Plaintiff's sole request. 
21 The thrust of the Plaintiff's claims is that she sustained damages because she did 
not discover, prior to trial, the Barrett's recorded Deed of Trust which secured the loan 
ey made to Kari Clark. \Vhile LR.C.P. l l(b)(2) permits new evidence and arguments to 
considered context of a motion to reconsider an interlocutory order of the Cou..rt, 
the Plaintiff really seeks is a new trial so that can assert a righ,t to a 
27 different partition based upon that alleged encumbrance. Plaintiff had no problem 
28 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
-4 
Jun 12 2013 3 1 PM RICHARDKKUCKPLLC 2086673379 p.13 
event, a motion for a new 
discovered the 
entry 
any property partitioned 
issue is clearly moot. 
a difter,ent partition based upon 
the exercise of diligence 
Trust was recorded prior 
been relevant to the 
not, in the 
Barretts have 
scope their Deed 
The Plaintiff also seeks reconsideration of the partition based upon her new 
argument that Defendant Clark was credited vvith $134.92 in expenses made for the benefit 
real property that Plaintiff alleges were actually made the Plaintiff. Those 
expen..<:es are comprised of$34.92 for anew element for the oven in the Plaintiff's 
21 residence and $100.00 paid a decade ago for a change of ownership of a Department of 
22 




an initial rnatter, the Court based its findings ~ith respect to the apportionment 
parties to the benefit 
Metzger, please see 
property on the report of the 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLA.DITIFF'S MOTION 
RECONSIDERATION - 5 
Decision 
J 12 2 3: 2PM R CHARDKKUCKPLLC 20866733 9 
the 
the fact that the 
The basic facts 
the Plaintiff's 




Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 -
ve1rsuact,eo., contrary to the parties' 
Kari 
and .. wary E. Pandrea 
agrees that if the 
were to find that such payment would somehow cause the Court to reconsider 
e proration of its partition, given the significant time and expense in preparing another 
ecord of survey to reflect a minuscule $134.93 adjustment value, especially when the 
24 
Court's partition did not apportion based upon actual value because of the parties' lack of 
25 proof of the of the respective parcels (Please see the Court's August 16, 2013 
Trial, Page 2, line 7), if any relief were proper, it would be to award 
for the 
28 
Ii CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
U FOR RECONSIDERA TIO>T - 6 
Jun 2 2013 3: 2PM PTC ARDKKUCKPLLC 20QS673379 p. 15 
reconstruct the ordered 
Ito Benefit of 
It is understood at this 
her access to Parcel Il over the 
that crosses Parcel I 
at January 
I IL 
were no existing access road across Parcel I to Parcel Il along the 
exercising its power of partition order the creation of one. 
this case such a road does exist, and in accordance 
ecision on Defendant's Objection to Proposed Judgment, 
January 15, 2013 
surveyor employed by both 
John Marquette, has surveyed it and provided a legal description of 
easement to II along that already existing 6, 2013 Record of 
4. Plaintiff's Argument that Non-parties Named 'Thornton ',Vay Seek to Interfere 
·ith Defendant Access Across the Low Road 
her theme of forcing her sister up to the mountain-top to get to the 
Court has adopted as the easement to Parcel Il across Parcel I. The Plaintiff 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
-7 
Jun 2 2013 3 2P RICHARDKKUCKPLLC 2086673379 p. 16 
that app:roru:~h 
John Thornton 
IT has been used to access Parcel Il 
this partition case. 
Facts 





Plaintiff essentially argues that the 
had either planted, or intended to 
18 





across Ito waterfront area of 
decades. In 
use of her 
Regarding 
19 through area would constitute an "environmental/economic impracticality' and 
20 the objectives defined in the American Tree Farm Certification. What the 
21 Plaintiff failed to do is to provide any legal or factual support for her assertions, other than 
22 
claim that she planted trees on the portions of Parcel IT that she wants to be awarded, 
23 
24 
which includes 'the entirety of the agricultural area between the river and the hillside.' 
another rehash of identical arguments 
of the January 14, 2013 hearing 
DEFENDANT CLARK·s RESPONSE TO 
FOR RECONSIDERATION - 8 
raised b-Oth at trial, 





acres. Further, the 
Su..TVeyor John Marquette 
across the Plaintiff's servient 
Plaintiff argues without authority that a 
established on Paree] I vvithout violating 
August 16, 2012 Decision re: 
survey due to the 
flatland area of Parcel I 
most 
accessed by use of 
and equitable means 
Viola1e the Bonner 
footeaseinentcannotbe 
Building Code. 
did not describe the 
dimensions 
18 
easement. The Court simply access shall be by easement. The 
Decision on Defendant's 19 Court reaffirmed that determination in its January l 
20 
21 access road across Parcel I. The Court's decision provides for an easement across the 
22 
existing access road. For that reason, standards applicable to new construction do not 
23 
apply to this parti:tion. The road is as it is. It is either non-conforming now, or it is grand-
24 
Either way, the Court's partition and order for easement via the existing 
any new application of the Bonner 
Plaintiff had not seen 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PL1\.Th.lIFF'S 
FOR RECONSIDERATION - 9 
prepared 




1 she Memorandum, but 
2 the described easement in that survey describes 
3 
4 
as vvidth of the existing road." C nd.er any analysis Plaintiff's concerns regarding 
the ...,.,..,,,., .. u=-... easement are unfounded. 
5 
6 7, Plaintiffs Argument that She has the Right to Quiet ErJ"oyment of Her 
Lastly. the Plaintiff argues that the Court should reconsider its partition because 
not get along with other members of her :family whom the Defendant may permit 
Parcel IL Fundamentally she asserts unrelated litigation involving 
·ould have othen/1,ise been an asset of the estate to be distributed upon her mother's 
ssing and that as a result there have been some intra-family hassles. 
Plaintiff suggests that for that reason, she should not be subjected to family 
embers crossing over Parcel I to access Parcel II. The Plaintiff provides no legal 
utho:rity supporting her argument that she has any form of property right which would be 
ltvuoia:tro if family members whom she does not personally prefer were to be invited to visit 
or enjoy Clark's parceL Family gatherings~ picnics, floating and summer camping along 
e river have been traditional uses of Parcel II since Defendant Clark acquired it 
The Defendant urges that the concerns raised by the Plaintiff vvith respect to her 
25 self-serving and subjective objections to certain persons crossing Parcel I to Parcel II are 
26 not grounds for revisiting the Court's partition. 
DEFBTIA.NT "CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAIKTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION - l 0 
p. 18 
I 



















reasons set forth above, Defendant 
2(lA6S73379 p.19 
o-wn 
property was a 
son that he would be arrested 
respectfully requests that the 
its entirety, 
DEFENDANT CLARK'S RESPONSE TO PLAIN'TIFF'S MOTION 
RECONSIDERATION - 11 











e and correct copy 
addressed to the following: 
Mazy Pandrea 
4687 Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, Idaho ..,..,,,.., .... 
] Mait postage prepaid. 
[ Fax transmission 
) Hand delivered. 
W{)vernig_ht mail 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO 
FORRECONSIDERATION-12 
20l=!66 3379 
cau,sed to be served a 
indicated below, and 
MOTION 
p.20 
of IK-COURTROOMI ff '4/2013 Page 1 of 4 
Description BONNER CV 2011-835 Pandrea vs Clark 20130614 Motions 
10:13:56 AM 
Judge John Pairk;k Lu$ter 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
Pl Mary Pandrea Pro Se 
DA Rich Kuck 
DA 
Calls case - PL present prose, 
Motions 
Note 
Kuck present - for hearirig on 
no objection. The matter is here on 
I'm ready to proceed on everything but the DVD and documents 
received yesterday. I think that they are key to one side of the 
family vs the other. I don't to put this off. We just received 
our survey on the 6th and that indicates that the family didn't own 
all the property that they think they own. 
10:15:20 AM Pl I object - this is my motion and I object to his bring this up before 




DA to proceed 
It turns out that they owned 18. 72 acre$ and this was discovered 
at the survey that was done Friday and I received on Monday. He 
embraced the court's approach. I filed a motion to amend to reflect 
the actual property ownership and I wonder if we shouldn't take 
that up first. 
ve an objection. I'd like to read my statement to the court. 
I believe he's misleading the court and bringing false information 
to the court. 
get your chance. 
The fact that the parties didn't own a comer of property was 
unknown to both parties. This seems to be more of a fundamental 
045 












I issue that the parties relied on. The partition suggested by John I Marquette keeps the court's ratio. I believe it would be fair to .... ....-.nnrl +ho i, ,rlnmon+ +n inr-1, ,rlo tho !:lmn1 int nf nrnn.:>rh1 th&:>\/ f'\\Alt::, 
Th;~;,; i;;M;~~~~tt~~f~~;~,;~·~-a -~~rtiii~n-k;~pi;g -~ith-th~·, - ,. 
Court's ruling. I wonder if we shouldn't determine that motion first 
and then move on to the motion to reconsider_ l 
Defendant filed a response to my motion for reconsideration and 
her own motion to amend. I object to both of her documents and 
ask the court to strike her untimely response and dismiss the 
motion to amend which was improperly served and scheduled. 
Rule 7(b)(3) a motion is to be received at least 14 days prior to the 
date scheduled for hearing and a response no later than 7 days 1 
before the hearing. A reply is to be received 2 days prior to the Ii 
hearing. I received both yesterday. In both instances I was entitled I 
to respond or reply and this has robbed me of the right ft has also I 
made it difficult for me to respond to the hearing. IRCP 52(b) I 
states that a motion to amend shall be served no later than 14 I 
days after entry of judgment This motion is premature. If she feels~ 
she has new information a motion for reconsideration would be I 
propeL ~ 
11 
I have say that defc,- is acting bad faith an intentionally ij 
trying to prejudice me my heaing She intends that I jj 
lose my right to respond and that I'm surprised and not prepared n 
to respond. I re-filed my original motion and rescheduled the µ 
hearing because I hadn't followed the procedure re: withdrawal of /1! 
counsel. She's had adequate time to respond. I've had zero notice 
of her new motion. This is profoundly prejudicial behavior but not l 
unusual behavior. I ask that the court grant my request and grant 
any other relief the court sees fit. I ask that this be noted as l' 
defendant's bad faith in this proceeding. 
This hearing originated on Pl's motion to reconsider. That motion ' 
is timely- final judgment has not been entered. I entered a ruling 
last August and that ran into problems because the court adopted 
Ms. Pandrea's split and then either Pl or counsel drafted an order 
that was inconsistent. The case has been further delayed due to 
withdrawal of counsel and the required stay of proceedings. DA 
did file his fate responses. Pl probably has a point under the rules 
of civil procedure re: motion to amend to be after final judgment. 
The court can consider it under a motion to reconsider - the new 
evidence may be supported under a motion to reconsider. The 
motion needs to be filed within 14 days however the court has the 
authority to shorten time. Both sides have file late submissions 
and that is not all that uncommon. The affidavit and DVD were not 
submitted until yesterday and i suspect that Pl hasn't had time to 
review the survey. The survey that is the basis for the motion to 
amend has only recently been provided to Pl. The argument in 
response to the motion to reconsider is file stamped the 13th. 
Loe.oflK-COURTROOMI o~ 1 4/2013 ,- Page 3 of 4 
10:28:43 AM Pl All of my papers were filed timely. 
10:?8:50 AM You filed the DVD and the affidavit of your son and I haven't had 
time to look at them. DA's response was filed yesterday. If we ~ have 18-72 acres rather than 20 acres that's a fact that needs to 
be taken into account. I'm not going to strike information that has 
legitimate facts. I can appreciate that this case should be 
advanced but it seems to me that we still have matters that need 
J to be dealt with. It makes more sense to allow the motion to 
amend at the same time Pl's motion to reconsider. I think that we 
should visit and find another date to come back and consider all 
issues in their entirety and be in a better position to resolve it 
Let's look at a date that we can all get back before the court How 
much time is the hearing going to take in your estimation Ms. 
Pandrea? 
10:32:06 AM My motion - I wouldn't expect it to take more than 1 hour. 
10:32:16 AM Aside from - if Marquette's information can be provided through 
DA affidavit then I don't expect to call witnesses. If we can schedule 
this for a couple of hours that should be sufficient 
10:32:58 AM I don't want to come to court next time and find out that we don't 
J have enough time to hear the matter. Are we on board with a 
couple of hours? 
think so. June 22 is the only date that I cannot be here. 
10:33:45 AM 22nd looks like a Saturday. My week 24th -28th is good. I have a 
DA trial set July 1 but I think that trial may go away. July 8 -12 looks 
ok as well. 
10:34:49 AM 
J I think I'm scheduled to handle some cases the week of July 8. 
Recess 
10:40:30 Back in session 
10:40:33 AM During the break there were discussions - This matter was 
originally scheduled next week and it was moved forward to 
DA accommodate the court. They were concerned that the court was 
concerned re: scheduling. Pl filed her motion under the condition 
of ruling without argument and I ask for the court's ruling on that. 
10:41:37 AM I know that the survey was an issue. Pl did make a good point re: 
your late response. I'd like to hear oral augment in this matter. We 
can waive it sometimes. I intend to give you both opportunity at 
J oral augment when we come back. Pl had the procedural point re: . 
motion to amend following judgment but we need to address 
these issues. If we're just dealing with a motion to reconsider we 
can deal with that June 26, 2013 1 :30 pm 
10:43:24 AM That works. DA's filing of the response now gives Pl time to 
PiiDA consider that and I have time to review the pleadings and the 
DVD. RETURN JUNE 26, 2013 1 :30 PM. 
y reply to her response due? 
l,. 
Log of IK-COURTROOMl o· 1 4/2013 Page 4 of 4 





10:46:07 AM J 
Monday the 24th is sufficient 
Mv understandina is that we'll do this without witnesses. I need to 
figure out if my cITent needs to travel from Oregon. The difficulty I 
have is that her son passed away within the last few days and 
she's not in a position to travel. 
The court typically prefers to proceed without witnesses on this 
type of issue. 
Pl - if you file something in Bonner County file a copy with my 
clerk as the delay in getting the documents can cause issues. 















Plaintiff, Pro Se 
OF 
E. 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 







) PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
KARI A. woman 
and as Trustee 
u/ al Dated June 21, 20 I 
Defendant. 
KA.RI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark Trust u/a Dated June 21, 2010 
Co unterc laimant 
vs. 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO Ai'VIEND 











MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 




, Plaintiff Pro Se, Mary E. Pandrea, individually and as Trustee of the Kari 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMENTI FINDINGS OF FACT AND 













. This recent attempt to muddy water is characteristic of the 
Clark has 
introduces new and confosing 
approximately 5 acres. 
informed by John Marquette of JRS 
generally as approximately 15 acres, is 
as a 
in a total combined acreage of Parcel II (at l 
of approximately 23. 72 acres. 
tactic. 





June 3. 2013, John Marquette provided the correspondence for 
'·My response to your question regarding the survey that was provided to and for Kari 
Clark regarding the total acreage that was referred to in my affidavit and on the survey I 
produced, is that the 18.72 acres is entirely within Tract II as shown on the Tucker 
survey. My impression was that some people had it their that it may encompass 
acres. intent was foll disclosure of what l found on I made no survey 
tract other than the Tract II as shown on 
PLAINTffFS RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION TO Ai'\lEND FINDINGS Of Fi\CT AND 












easement. Valerie and John 
allowed the use of their 
L Parcel II has never an easement by of the 
therefore this Court 
create an easement to 
lS served 
Parcel I and Parcel II to Pandrea. 
submitted before this Court 
this_,_;;_ __ day of June 2013, 
Mary Pandre21, 
{/, 
Plaintiff; Pro Se 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 
PL\fNTffF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENTIANrS MOTION TO AME Nu FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIOi\S OF LA W-3 
EXHIBIT I 
'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S TO 
AMEND OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LA \V 
COUNTY ASSESSOR 
2 STE 205 2012 
ID 
ASSESSMENT NOTICE 
CLARK TRUST 1/2 




Parcel Description: 11-59N-2W 
TAX40 LYING 
Parcel 
NURTHVvESTERL Y OF THE CENTEiiLNE 
OF TAVERN CREEK; TAX 49 
1977 PROWLER 8 X 20 MH* 
KARI A CLARK TRUSTEE 
For any please notify the Assessor's Office 
64 2' 277 Telephone Number: (208) 265- 1 
Appeals of your property value must be filed in 
provided by the County by: 
JUNE 25, 2012 5:00PM 
See back of this notice for more informa!ion. 
Tax Code Area: 84-0000 
ASSESSED VALUE OF YOUR PROPERTY 
CURRENT CATEGORY AND DESCRIPTION 
6 FORESTLL\ND PROD 
0 HOMES!TE 
32 RURAL IMP ON AG 
SUBTOTAL: 
LESS HOtvlEOWi'~ER'S EXEMPTION: 
42,092 
42,092 
BUDGET HE.A.RING INFORMATION 
TAXING DISTRICTS 
COUNTY 
LAKE PO M&O 
LAKE PO BONO 
LAKE POSUPL 




E BONNER UB 
LIBRARV BOND 
SUBTOTAL: I 
+ FEES: I 
= TOTAL , 


























AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Good 
1 •• - l 
.JUH. l 
Thank you for clarifying the recent affidavit you filed regarding the survey you 
provided on the Clark/Pandrea Parcel IL As we discussed, the 20 acres in the 
Pandrea/Ciark litigation has always referred to Parcel I and Parcel IL Mr. Kuck appears 
to be confusing this issue by claiming that the 20 acres used the proceeding referred 
to only Parcel IL 
Based on our conversation, would you confirm that your affidavit referred to Parcel II 
exclusively, and that your reference to "20 acres" was in error or a misunderstanding? 
Parcel I has never been associated with a 20 acre description by the Court, Clark or 
Pandrea, or the Clark/Pandrea Trust. In contrast, 20 acres has always referred to the 
combination of Parcel I (5 acres) and parcel II (15 acres). 
affidavit, would you also agree 
instead 15 acres used describe 
opinion regarding 
Your Time and Patience is much appreciated! 
Sincerely, 
Debbie Gadbaw 
----- F orv,arded Message -----
From: John Marquette <jmarquette@irssurveying.com> 
To: Debbie Gadbaw 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 5:00 PM 
Subject: response to email 
Ms. Gadbaw, 
acres in Parcel II 
My response to your question regarding the survey that was provided to and for Kari Clark 
regarding the total acreage that was referred to in my affidavit and on the survey I produced. is 
that the 18. 72 acres is entirely within Tract II as shown on the Tucker survey. My impression 
was that some people had it in their mind that it may encompass 20 acres. My intent was full 
disclosure of what I found on the ground. I made no survey any other tract other than the 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Judge Richard Christensen 
· County Courthouse 
ID 83816-9000 
Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
8919 Street 








4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 
PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS MOTION TO Ai\'IEND FINDrNGS OF FACT ANTI 
CONCLUSIONS OF LA W-4 


















KARI A CLARK, a single woman 
individual and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Pa.11drea Revocable 
Trust, April 9, 2002 and Dated June 21~ 
2010 and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark 
Trust u/a Dated June 21, 2010, 
Counter-claimant, 
vs. 
J'vL.\RY E PANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary A. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust, u/a April 9, 2002 
Counter-defendant 
FIRST JTJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 



























MOTION TO HEARIKG 0:-l" PLt\INTIFF MOTION FOR I RECONSIDERATION - 1 
p. 1 





2013 at l 




the Court adopted a proposed 
5 
art:ition formula proposed by the Plaintiff which awarded to the Plaintiff a total of eleven 
6 (1 acres 
7 (9) acres owned real property. Plaintiff was ordered to prepare a survey 





Plaintiff failed to instruct the surveyor to include the acreage included in 
but rather told the surveyor to carve out a nine acre parcel of 
proposed survey failed 
waterfront to the Defendant, 
and following a hearing the Court ordered that the Defendant prepare a new survey which 
provided the Defendant with waterfront and access by easement. 
The original survey was performed Vvithout the knowledge or participation of 
18 
previous counsel for the Plaintiff and the surveyor was not instructed to ind ude the 
19 acreage of Parcel I in the partition. 
Following the January 16. 2013 hearing held on the Plaintiff's objection and in 
21 accordance Vvith the Court's decision resultant of that hearing, the Defendant hired the 
22 
23 
same surveyor who had been employed by the Plaintiff to conduct a new survey because 
he was familiar both with the property, having performed the original survey for the 
24 
25 Plaintiff, and \'\1th the Court's decision following trial, The survey performed for the 
26 efendant was based upon the original survey conducted for the Plaintiff. 
27 Defendant did not know that the Plaintiff's 
28 
MOTION CONTNUE HEARIKG ON PLA.J.1NTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERA TIOJ\' - 2 












it considers the 




matter. The error of that survey 
hearing on the 
16 
n I 
Defendant is advised that it may be possible to a proposed conforming 
18 








this ,q-/1. day of June 2013. 
RICHARD K. KuCK, PLLC 
MOTION TO HEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION - 3 




2 I that on day 3 I caused to a 
the method indicated below, and 3 true and correct copy of the foregoing document, 

























Mary E. Pandrea 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
,f1..U.S. Mail, postage prepaid. 
[ ] Fax transmission 
] Hand delivered. 
] Overnight mail 
.\10TIOl\ TO CONTil\.uE HEARING ON PLAlNTIFF'S !vfOTION FOR 

















) OF TRIAL 
Defendant. 
KARI A. CLARK a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari 
Clark Trust u/a Dated June 2L 2010 












MARY E. P ANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
u/a April 9, 2002 ) 
) 
) 
Hearing Scheduled: June 26, 20 l 3 
Time: l :30 p.m. 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
Presiding: The Honorable John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea as Plaintiff individually, as 
and and moves this Court 




















CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
PLAf?'.iTIFF'S REPLY IN St)-PPORT OF MOTION FOR 
true correct copy of 
us 
































a single woman, 
vs. 




KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. 












MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 










COMES Plaintiff, Mary E. Pandrea, Pro Se, hereby submit objection to the 


















in any manner 
motion for 
be rightfully granted. 
to continue the Plaintiff's 
her suggested order to be 
a game of chess, this would be 
the 
a to 
queen to attract the pawn. 
It would be to Clark's best interest to meld the two hearings to purposefully draw attention 
from the merits of Pandrea·s brief, but certainly not in best interest. Interestingly, Clark 
did not motion to continue her own hearing on amending the Court's findings, but chose to try to 
extend Pandrea's own motion. 
Although the Defendant rambles on about the confusion she has with her own survey, it has 
birth this litigation that IS a a 
This awarded Parcel I to Pandrea H to 















13. a ofgood 
Pandrea as Se should be 
and 
re-
14, 13 hearing a 
vvas Honorable Judge June 26, 13. 
was aware on June 14th the fact not prepare a to 
June as she a 
that be addressing these issues at the hearing, not showing 
up a corrected legal description of her survey and having a hearing on presentment of 
the 
Clark now has the audacity to rely on terms such as 'justice" and "judicial economy" to 
support her request when this could not be further from the 
not serve any purpose other than to prejudice and frustrate 
resources reconsideration. 
reasons set forth in objection, Pandrea 
DEFENDANTS MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARfNG-3 
Continuing this hearing would 
use additional Court 















































and Deanna Barrett 
9 Kiger Street 


























MARY PA ND REA a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
u/a April 9, 2002 ) 
) 
Counter Defendant. ) 
11 
Hearing Scheduled: June 13 
Time: 1 p.m. 
Location: Kootenai County Courthouse 
Presiding: The Honorable John Patrick Luster 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY BRIEF MEMORANDlJlVI IN SUPPORT OF HER MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
Plaintiff Pro Se, as Kari 
A. Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a/ April and submits her 














m i, after 
the 
Pandrea · s interest in the properties 
was forced to drop act 
to but that she took it 
. In addition to her attempt to 
pocket in 20 l Clark also encumbered 




Kenneth Barrett on May 
17, 2012, in return for a loan. In her reply, Clark responds to this information by saying that it 
was, again, innocent error. 
Interestingly. Pandrea, was also in need of financial support during this proceeding, did 
not to the property. This was partially the result a she received from 
Clark in fixbade Pandrea from borrowing money against the 
decreed if Pandrea were to borrow against her own interest in the property that it not 











in 20 m 2. 
even siightest sense 
as 
II. ARGUlVlENT 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION IS PROPER FOR DISCOVERY OF NE\V 




of Freedom v. CBP the court found that Despite plaintiffs' 
reconsideration is proper, because "while defendants have had ample 
time to present the arguments they now make, it is less clear that they have had the opportunity to 
do so." Therefore. "in the interests of both correcting material error and preventing injustice, 
[the court finds] it is appropriate to consider defendants' arguments, even were never fully 
to for reconsideration." Accordingly. court it 
now set of disputed 













not is properly 
362. 293 P.2d 
Court based on 
new new that were not available to trial. 
CLARK'S ARGUMENTS FAIL 
Clark to successfully respond with any substantive persuasion against Pandrea' s 
arguments of: ( l) the four elements for proving slander of title, (2) breach of duty 
as a co-trustee and co-tenant, defrauding the Court by nondisclosure and by withholding 
interest and owners of the driveway to Parcel I, (4) inaccurate 
hands. 
for any nor any 
her responses. Any cogent argument most part, 












SL~1~DER OF TITLE/ QUIET TITLE 
are that Clark did slander 








property belonging to 
that it did not 
happen: hence it is untrue. Clark has not successfolly defended this cause action, nor could 
she possibly so, that vvere recorded at 
are proof for all the world to see. 
s of claiming she made a the most 
recent illogical cursory statement, "lacked the 
matter 
4. if3j in 2012. 




to Pandrea. Pandrea has 
recorded a quit claim deed, knew it \.Vas the 
so with intent and malice and expend over 
9 
$61 rights in the property. 
repeated her failed prior attempts and a of trust; knew of its 
2 
falsity 2d § 623A, p. 334.). did so with intent and malice and disparaged Pandrea's 
property interest including her right to sell, iease, improve or own property in 
Restatement of Torts (see Rest. 2d Torts. § pp. 342-343). 
4 
most recent slander of title IS 
improperly conveyed. use her own 
interest in also used Pandrea · s interest in 













trustee to a 
not say an 
surrounding Pandrea 
a 
mteresL a completely unacceptable 
estate ir1 
sale is 
for which such 
·s office. 
it is believed that further 
of trust stand) is not only suspected, it is expected. 
relief quiet title as an equitable remedy slander of title Clark 
has committed against Pandrea' s properties. 
BREACH OF DUTY 
as both a co-trustee, and as a acting responsibly 
and best interest of both 
in her it to to the 
of against Pandrea in a completely unrelated, and fur from resolved, 



















they are irreievant. 
as Pandrea. 
is that this required that Clark "do nothing" to the properties as they 
requirement in 
dissolution. Simply 
would have become co-tenants in the commonly interests in the properties 
co-trustees. Instead, Clark breached her duty as a trustee and claim deeded 
20 acres she and Pandrea held in co-tenancy. 
of20l Clark, again, breached her duty to Pandrea time as a co-tenant) by 
creating a deed of trust \Vhereby conveyed all of Pandrea·s in the property to secure a 
note. 
comes this Court with unclean intentional malevolent 
bad faith, as Clark continues to absolve Pandrea of any of rights to her 









FRliUD BY NONDISCLOSURE/ ACCOUNTING 
created in the 
against Pandrea on 
,vithho Id material 
explained, ·'Wben a 







IS ·• Warner Brothers & Kisen Kabushiki Kaisha, 
I 02 F2d 450 (2nd Cir. 1939). 
Clark has failed even try and attempt to explain in her response brief why she did not 
disclose this information. Instead, Clark makes a desperate attempt to allude to a construction 
the trust as equally damaging, but fails to include that full-disclosure of this was 
to V'vas 
to 








amount was not 
investigation by the U. 
Gadbaw. P. 4. line 
should this litigation not 
a determination of equitable division 
Clark filed Response to 




properties after Trial based on 
the property, and likewise would have considered the negative 
investment of Clark, by way of her debt against the property, in determining the partition action. 
s interest in the properties 
. § 55-914( A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor fraudulent as to a creditor whose claim 
the transfer was or the obligation was incurred if the debtor the transfer or incurred the 
without a reasonably equivalent value in exchange transfer or and the debtor 
or the debtor became insolvent as a result of the transfer or obligation. 










as common no 
in an attempt 
Clark 
\Vater 
a great deal effort, even to State 
to restore the water 
emphasizes the 
says ··when the vvaters natural stream are 
not the service of all those desiring the use of the same, those using the water for 
domestic shall (subject to such limitations as may be prescribed law) have the 
preference over those claiming for any other purpose" and·' priority in time shall give superiority 
of right to the use of such water in the numerical order of such settlements or improvements'·. 
Water are important in rural areas, and Pandrea has a right to protect her resources. 
EASEMENT 
The easement to Parcel II was created in l 975 upon the of the F. Clark 









o ;,vners access to 
same easement as is 
to and driveway to 
easement was to access to Parcel I (and 
as 







no easement was legally described or recorded at this time to reach Parcel [L Under 
Idaho law, had such an easement existed it would have been extinguished by merger in any event 
as an easement cannot exist through an owner's property to reach owner's own adjacent 
property. 
to is most likely to lose all to 
A. it would work the 
Thomton·s prospective new 






















and Ill ofLR.CP. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Due to the reasons set forth above. Pandrea prays for 
easement 
s 




way of quiet title to 
Parcel I and Parcel Il, as is her inalienable righL which undeniably includes "enjoying and 
defending life and liberty: acquiring, possessing and protecting property; pursuing happiness and 
securing safety" under Article I(a) of the Idaho State Constitution. 
Pandrea prays for relief by voiding the Trust between Clark and 
Deanna !S 
encumbered. 






















Fore st nr,,n.-artv 
first part is 









has its beginning approximately 300 feet South and 
crosses Pack at its 
extends Northerly to the Kaniksu National Forest, being the 
Quarter of said Section 11, and thence Easterly over said 
aforedescribed properties of parties the second part, and thence 
properties of the parties of second part thence 
belonging to the of 
to and serving those the of the first 
section 1 which 
a permanent 
and extending to and binding 
successors the parties road 
across said described properties along 
use 
the tract over proceeds 
'-'Vhich easement runs. and the same shall not exceed 
lS the as 




purposes over and 
present existing private 
deem 
manner and vvith such 
that such 
the party 
the use lands through 
feet width. 
fN \VITNESS \\'HEREOL the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands and 
the day date first above written. 





I set seal the 
the state 
Public 
I have hereunto set seal day and date 
written. 
















2 Plaintiff. Pro Se 
2 
4687 Pack Road 
83864 
PL\INTIFF'S REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Of MOTION FOR RECOI'iSIDERA TlON-15 
Log 1K-COURTROOM9 op h/26/2013 Pagel of3 
Description Bonner CV 2011-835 Pandrea vs Clark 20130626 Motion to Reconsider, 
Motion to Continue 
01:49:27 PM 
t ~ + J -~ - l ~ --.L- -
JUUyt: LUl::>Lt;;I 
Clerk Sverdsten 
Reporter Valerie Nunemacher 
Pit 
==== 
Location 1 K-COURTROOM9 
Note 
resent Plaintiff, pro se DA-Richard Kuck 
filed a motion to continue and would like to address that first 
I had asked the Court for leave to withdraw Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. Between June 12 and today, shortly before 
Marquett sent down a survey that there was only 18.2 
acreas. I spoke with him said that was only parcel 2. He 
total acres are 24-25 acres. I think this will be a continuing 
Wondering if we should be ordering that Parcel 1 be 
if to have a to reconsider we can 
area Parcel 1 has never 
Both parties relied on inaccurate surveys. Makes 
if parcel can be divided into conforming 
Objection to Motion to Continue. I filed my reconsideration 
motion, withdrew and refiled. I agree to change date to June 14, 
we were all here and were also to address the Motion to Amend 
that was filed 2 days before hearing. Court continued the hearing 
and we are here today. Best interest of parties to have hearing 
today. I have asked for Quite Title in my reconsideration motion. 
it you are seeding to have Title Quiteted? 
01 :51 :55 PM J Now an indication that there maybe 24 acres, reason to dispute 
that? 





The 20 acres is fairly accurate and I pereive Parcel 1 and 2 are 
appx 20 acres. 
I filed an affidavit of John Marquett. We didn't realize he was told 
not to survey Parcel 1. Nobody understood the Pit interpreted the 
Court's order was carve out of Parcel 2 andf don't do anything 
further. We told him to do a legal description of Parcel 1 and he 
said it had never been surveyed. 
I looked at the Pit's affidavit John Marquett talks about what Pit 
tofd him. He was told to survey 9 acres of the property. It awared 
af! waterfront to pit and I objected that John said there isn't 20 
acres, only 18.72 acres. I didn't realize he had never surveyed 
Parcel 1. He said he would need permission by Pit to survey it. 
He needs to survey the waterfront on Parcel 1. Both parties are 
" · ···. 
., 
·-;· ... ' ·. 
02:02:05 PM 
Pit 
·· mislead by previous surveys:. · . ,. . · ··· 
Reads 8/16/12 order. Reads Affidavit of John Marquett. We found 
the 1979 monument. I took John directly to that comer marker 
and that is the corner of the property. I performed exactly what I 
was asked to do, survey a 9 acrea parcel and leave the 11 acres 
to myself. Survey is very expensive and I'm on a very limitted 














02:51 :58 PM 




I had an exhibit, I had arguments presented of how the property 
was to be partitioned and the proposed judgment was not 
consistent. The original complaint asked this Court to have the 
property sold. VVhen we came to court and she conceeded she 
didn't want property sold, but to have a partition. The evidence I 
had was that it was a 20 acre parcel. 
Reads statement This situation is a mere chapter in a very long 
story, with final chapter missing. Dealing with a legal matter of my 
mother's estate in Washington. Ms. Clark and the Void family 
members have not actJy properly on my property. Conflicting 
dates by Ms. Clark on documents. I ha e prepared a timeline. 
Submits timeline. Ms. Clark was not authorized to transfer 
property out of the trust 
I have not considered the Washington case. 
Ms. Clark sent a copy of Quite Claim deed only giving Pit acrea, 
She transfered Parcel 2 and 10 to hersetf. I contacted Mr. 
Marfice, he advised to try to resolve peacefully and I did for , 
almost a year. Forced to file this lawsuit. 8/20/11 I filed lawsuit 
and she conveyed more property to me. She needed to reverse 
the steps we took to place our property before it was in trust She 
was trying to take my property. Perhaps she was trying to takek 
or give away my home. Ask for attorney fees. 
Pit thinks this is her property and always has. These folks have 
problems arising out of what is noto before the Court Allegation 
of inaccurate accounting. Encumbered by the materialmans lien. 
$223,000 judgment out of Spokane County and my cfleflfs deed 
of trust where she borrowed 10,000 for her defense. Both 
parties still want partition in kind, now we know there is more 
property. Ask Court to deny Pit's motion lacking legal and factual 
merit. AJtcm survey of the low easement and we can present a 
final judgment. 
Clark titled over 85% of the land to herself. Clark claimed 
innocent error. It is proper for discovery of information and new 
evidence. Pit is entitled to reconsideration of the interlockatory 
order of this Court. Clark's arguments fails. Failed to defend her 
actions. Pit provided numerous documents, case law to support 
her position. Clark did slander title in 2010 and 2012. 
VVhere did you file cause of action for slander of title? You did not 
file a lawsuit alleging slander of titl~. 9r give def opportunity to 
' 
: 
Log of IK-COURTROOM9 on 6/26/2013 Page 3 of 3 
02:53:57 PM 




defend slander of title. 
Clark has twice slandered title and property of pit. 2012 Clark 
recorded a quick claim deed. Knew ot its ta1srry. further iitigat1on 
is expected. Pray for Quiet Title. Clark was to return the property 
to the original status. Notify Pit of the disolution. Clark comes with 
unclean hands. Equity not deserved for unclean hands and bad 
faith. Clark did not bring forthe that she had encumbered Pit's 
brought with a deed of trust days before the trial. I should receive 
quiet title on the properties having been slandered twice. 
ecess. 
Back on the record. Motion to Reconsider properly before the 
Court Court issued a decision that wasn't reduced to a final 
judgment. This case reminds me so much about divorce cases I 
used to deal with as a Magistrate. Lawsuit that was filed asked 
Court to do petition. Original request was to issue an order that 
the property should be sold. Never a cause of action for Quiet 
Slander of Title, Breach Fiduciary Duty, Breach of Duties 
the Trust Agreement not proper 
avenue for Court to redesign needed to be ! 
brought from the beginning. a for partition. 
If not consistent with the master or zoning law I can still 
issue. Not the basis of reconsideration. Denies the Motion to 
Reconsider on the Accounting. 
All Mr. Marquett needs to do is get on Parcel 1 and survey the 
river front. 
Direct cooperation to get it done, provide to Pit immediately. Pit to 
have opportunity to request Mr. Marquett to prepare a propose a 
partition asking what she wants. 
DA to prepare order, not notice up your heaimg on your motion to 
reconsider until you have your survey in hand. Give Pit thirty days 
and then you can notice up 14 days after that for a hearing. DA to 
provide order. 
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MARY P ANDREA, a single woman ) 
Individually and as Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust.) 









AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
matteL 
er Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
l208)263-5494 





























MOTION TO FILE SECOND 















MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary Revocable Trust,) 




AFFIDAVIT OF MARYE. PANDREA 




















[, as has been referenced in 
in the '·Property'' to me and 
created Kari A. Clark Revocable 
the other properties 
records at 
.. Clark1 Pandrea 























··Clark/Pandrea TrusC in 
there was 
Edith 
to find out my 
that belonged 
she respond. 
I filed a complaint against 
properties. I corresponded with my 
2 . 
the 
properties \Vere to 
against me by Ethel M. 
IS under 
Additionally. a 
were to property 
to 
correspondence that 
for a partition action and 
inquired about filing 
A. Clark for trying to steal my land. I was informed that fraud would 
to my benefit to partition properties instead. 
on June 12, 2012. I was sympathetic Kari A. Clark as I felt 
poor decisions regarding and the 
Hovvever. after became 
me harm. ! "' as 
















" .) to me, on the same day foreign judgment 
and , had created A Clark. also 
my 
14. I can as to the intent of these l am a\rnre that Kari A. 
v,as USDA, so to hide her assets 
from USDA by creating a fraudulent conveyance with the ··Barretts··. H could also be surmised 
forced sale ·'Property'· to satisfy the judgment against me that the ··Barretts" 
Property as their O\\n. r ma:, never krnm ,,hy Kari A Clark 
my property interests. two 
O\\f1 name could have been as 












and belie[ based mv d 
was to be brought which 
19 ""as denied in part the cause of 
2 breach of fiduciary duty. fraud quiet title. 
the that Trial testimony, an undisc undisclosed 
O\\nership additional parties coupled 
reconsideration 3. it appears 
original 
been prepared to support 





























MARY E. PANDREA a single woman ) 















Plaintiff to amend the current 
sought to be at this time 
simply the issues to be 
resources the 
TO ADD 





no result to 
the =~ ... ~~ to amend ,vere 
be raised in separate 
most expeditious fashion, 
most manner m 
resolve this dispute is by permitting the pleadings in the instant case to be amended. 
II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
June 2 L 20 I Clark slandered m interest in 
to Pandrea, by way of quite 
Clark Trust. Pandrea held real ..... c-,n.c>M" as a co-trustee with Clark in the 




as a Trustee trust 
failing to return 
was 





VvaS to cure an excluded exhibit 
In an n.-..-=~,~,_ to avoid the appearance of fraudulent 
dated l i , whereby Clark 50% interest in the 
s to at 3. l states June2l,2010, 
Clark inadvertently transferred all interest in the Clark Property to the Clark Trust" (filed with 
the Court on l 0-19-2011 ). 
Pandrea's previous counsel recommended requesting a partition of the properties with an 
each based on a full and complete accounting. At pursuing damages 
and breach fiduciary duty was not Information discovered 
'"''PrwP to sustain these c !aims. provided overwhelming additional 








On. L a 
breach of and 
conveyed properties 
and Deanna BarretL on May 17. 2012 
she fraudulent!) 
and the Court as Clark 
brief on 12. to 
state 
a motion in response to m 





cause to may any 
at any time. 
or circumstances a may be a 
18 
proper subject ought to be afforded an opportunity to test C on the merits. In 
or declared reason - as undue or dilatory 
movant. repeated failure to cure deficiencies amendments previously 
opposmg 





rather than on 
l 981). Furthermore, 
5 "extreme 
ln light significant factual developments since Plaintiff filed 
is immediately apparent. 
at this point of the 





the language for 
in May of20I L good 






9 as set 
at 
faith with 
be served by having all 
amended complaint. The 
Plaintiffs present 
on the merits. 
undue prejudice 
whether 
FOR LEAVE TO 
tailored to 






leave to amend 
to add as 
appropriate 





made for improper 









or to address 
8 




4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208) 263-5494 





'.MOTION FOR LEA VE 







'--'""',,.,.,. ..... ~ a single woman ) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Mary A, Pandrea Revocable ) 
April 9, 2002 and Dated June 21, 
as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark ) 




PANDREA, a single woman ) 
· dividually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 




"-'~.,,,__..., NOW the Defendant/Counter-claimant, 
CLARK~S OBJECTION TO 
FOR LEA VE TO FILE SECO:t,..'D 
ADD ADDITIONAL DEFEN"DANTS - 1 
2086673379 p. 1 
OFBONK'ER 
A. CLARK, and 
Jct 1 2013 4 53PM RICHARDKKUCKPLLC 2086673379 p.2 
case, 
marter and to drive 
matter. 
matter 
m real property 
being partitioned somehow :infringed on Pandrea's interest in the property a manner that 
21 would entitle her to argue for money da.inages. Pandrea's argument m that regard was 
22 
rejected by the Court when she argued it in support earlier Motion for 
Reconsideration of Trial Decision. Clark argued issue her Response to Plaintiff's 
L 
Initially, it is procedtL.rally inappropriate to amend a case in a post-
! 
DEFENDAt'i1T CLARK'S OBJECTION TO 
FOR LEA VE TO FILE SECOND MIBNDED -~,.~ 
Ai"';TI ADD ADDITIONAL DEFENDAi'JTS - 2 







22 Ha Vista Care Co .• 136 Idaho 346, 33 P.3d 816 (Idaho 2001). 
23 Citing earlier precedent, in the case of Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 
24 743 (Idaho 2010), the Idaho Supreme Court reiterated and reinforced its rule 
25 
26 
amendments to a complaint are disfavored 
the delay 
28 DEFENDAJ~T CLARK'S OBJECTION TO 
MOTION FOR LEA VE FILE SECOND 
AND TO ADD ADDITIONAL DEFE:NTIAi'\'TS - 3 
P.3d 






4 53PM RIC ARDKKUCKPLLC 
assertions that Defendant 
granting post-trial 
not require further analysis. 






not prejudiced the 
a pro-se litigant should weigh 
her leave to file an amended 
complaint is equally flawed. The Plaintiff was represented by counsel through trial and 
24 
rejection of her proposed 
Fees 
Post-trial Motion for 
CLARK'S OBJECTION 
FOR LEAVE TO FILE SECOND 
DEFEND A.', 'TS - 4 
Second Am.ended Complaint and 










µL~ ....... ,L>~,·=~,.,.v,,..or 
.u,.~,~.~,u or upon O"\'l,TI 
signed a represented 
may bclude an order to 
the reasonable expenses .. .u-.,,....,,,.,,.. bec,am;e 
nor warranted 
other papers; sanctior1s 
pleading. or other paper, including a reasonable attorney's fee. 
such cases. t.11e court also refer to t.he administrative district judge the 
question of whether to declare a person to a vexatious litigant pursuant 
to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59 and enter a prefiling order 
prohibiting such person from filing any new litigation in courts of this 
state pro se without fast obtaining leave of a judge of the court where the 
litigation is proposed to be filed. 
23 Defendant Kari Clark respectfully requests that she awarded her reasonable costs and 
24 
25 
attorney fees incurred in the defense of this motion. 
reasons set above. Defendant 
Pandrea's Motion for 
DEFENDA.'IT CLARK'S OBJECTION TO 
FOR LEA VE TO FILE SECOND.~··-~ 




















LEA VE TO FILE SEC01'u 
ADDIDONAL DEFE"NTI • .\NTS -
20866 3379 p.S 








CLARK'S OBJECTION TO 
FOR LEAVE TO FILE SECOND 



















Mary E. Pandrea 
Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
~LS. Mail, postage prepru,ct 
[] Fax transmission 
[] Hand delivered. 
[ ] Overnight mail 
Attorney for Defendant 
CLARK'S OBJECTION TO PLAIN'TIFF'S 
FOR LEA VE TO FILE SECOND A..\IBNDED COMPLAINT 
,WD ADDITTONAL DEFENDANTS - 7 
p.2 









MARY E P A:.'IDREA, a single woman) 
23 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A ) 




Defendant KARI A CLARK 
S KARI CLARK'S 
THOR..~TON'S MOTION 
MOTION FOR STAY - 1 



















Trial," in \Nmch it 
Plaintiff receiving 11 
survey 
p.2 
Oct 1 2013 4 45PM RirHARDKKUCKPLLC 208b67337S p.3 
parties "to 
hearing, ordered 
1. had inadvertently been ,.,.,.,., .. ..,.,.. .. """" from previously 
upon completion of the survey, provide a copy of the survey to 
v,,ithin 30 days after Plaintiff's rec:e1i,t of the survey, Plaintiff and 
efendam were each to submit their proposed division of the property to the Court. 
4, 3, non-party Jor.in a Motion to 
this matter. On the same 
"Complaint to 
Oct 1 2013 4 45P RirHARDKKUCKPLLC 
IL 
Thornwn 1s motion must 
re.1ne,rus under l R. C P 
13, more two years 
one year since 
Thornton's motion was brought pursuant to 
in litigation is generally 
CLARK'S OPPOSITION 








C~t 11 2013 4 45PM RI ARDKKUCKPLLC 209.:::.:,73379 
application is 
nvo years 
when final judgment is soon to 
considered to 
.._,.,~ , • .u~L... uzu~"li'""""'' the court co:ns1ae:rs stage 
proceeding at which an applicant seeks to in-tPr<a·Pnf':· (2) the prejudice to 
parties; and (3) the reason for and length delay. 
motion fails every prong of this test. In consideration the first prong of this 
,.,.V.UH.._,Ubrought his motion at the very end of the litigation. The Trial in this matter 
curred more than a year ago, the Court has already determined the parties' post-trial 
and the only issue to be resolved is approval of the final survey and dividing line 
tin1e fmal judgment can entered. 
S KARI CLAR.K'S OPPOSIDON 




10/15/2013 12.09 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFTCE 
COURT THE FIRST 
STATEOFID.~O ANDFOR 
MARYE. PAND~ et al ) 
1>1~;,,..,H;w Counter-Defendant ) CV-200-835 
v. 













CERTIFICATION OF MAJLING 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated, on the )kt day of ~:f • 2013, to: 
MARY P A.1\i"DREA 
RICHARD KUCK 
HON. JOHN p T<"''T= 
hand delivered 
...-faxed to: (208) 667-3379 

















a single v,oman ) 





DEFENDAl"iT'S REPLY IN 
LEA VE TO AlvlEND COMPLAINT A~~D ADD 
DEFENDAc~TS 
PLAf'fffff'S RESP01\iS£ TO DEFE'.\DA'.\T'S OB.JECTIO.'\ ·'--"iD REPLY I'\ SlPPORT OF 'WOTIO'- FOR LEA "\;E TO 













, Clark's as it is 
This Case's Procedural History Is No Impediment to Granting Pandrea's Motion 
IS pointing out 
commencement 
















f 3 a hearing ;,vas held before was ordered to 
described easement vrns 
m . It over 9 months yet Clark 
23 
PLA[XTffF'S RESPO:\SE TO DEFE'.',DA:\rS OB.JECTI01\ A'<D REPLY I'\ srPPORT 'rlOTIO'.\' FOR LEA VE TO 






i,-as an extreme 
Are 
to "that 
from reasonable standards 
an understanding of or disregard for its 
an harmful state 
context that is not analogous; 
states in part 
'"""""'''""-TO DEFE'.',DA'.\T'S OBJECTIO'\ ~'<D REPLY 






a manner that 
act was 
consequences, and that 
statement by 





LUSTER: NOW, there was never an action in case 
19 
never a cause action presented in this lawsuit 
2l 
case addressed some 
2 
PLAII\Tlff'S RESPO"\SE TO DEFE:S.DA:\TS OBJECTIO'\ .~'\D REPLY I'\ Sl PPORT 
~.'v1E'.',D A'.\'D ADO DEFE ..... DA.'.'iTS-5 
that 
13 the fo lbw ing 
for quiet title where Ms. 
to her. There vrns 
was never a 
was never 
FOR LEA VE TO 
IS 
3 statutes rc:st 
the 
the rights. 
possession of property or not legal or equitable 
may maintain an action to quiet an interest 
1 




PLAl'.\TIFF'S RESP01'SE TO DEFE-"DA.'ff'S OBJECTIO:\ A. ,D REPLY ['\ Sl"PPORT '>fOTIO"' FOR LEA VE TO 







to Defendants to be filed in the above captioned matter. 
DHE:\'DA'ff"S OB.JECTIO'- A.'\D Rf PL\ 





RESPO'\;SE TO DffE'.'.DA:\TS OBJECTIO'.\i A'.'iD REPL \ 
A'-D ADD DEFE'\DA.\TS-8 





a true correct 
PLAI'.' TIFF'S RESPO'\SE TO DEFE'\DA'-TS OB.JECTIO'.\ A'.'>D REPLY f\ SlPPORT \IOTIO'.\ FOR LEA \'E TO 
CO\IPLAI'iT .\'\DADD DEFE'.\'DA'iTS-9 
L of lK.-COURTROOMI <' 1/lS/2013 
... .. ·.· ..... ·•··· ... ·.· .. .. .. 
> 
Description BONNER COUNTY CV 2011-835 Pandrea Clark 20131018 Motion 
.· Judge Luster \/~~ Court Reporter Veare -~---Clerk Cristine Stokes 
Date 10/18fl013 Location I 1 K-COURTROOM1 
I 
-
Time Speaker Note 
01 :10:35 PM J Calls case, Ms Pandrea PL pres, Ms Kuk DA pres for Ms Clark 
01:11 :13 PM I don see Val Thornton, I hate to speculate but I'm wondering if 
DA she um? Well the notices were sent out and originaJ sent out for 
the 25th and then moved to todays date? 
01 :11 :56 PM J We couldn't get our Jury Trial moved 
0 1:12:07 PM DA Perhaps we can call her 
0 1:12:13 PM J I want to find out whats going on 
01 :24:26 PM Back on the record, same parties remain. The court had hearing 
on Pandrea's mo · o for reco sideration has been expanded or 
s now · front of cou on mo ·on to amend. We have an 
I J add ·o al party attemp ·ng to intervene, atthough he is not 
present nor is his attorney We phoned Val Thorton and left a 
message, my notice from Ms Thorton has motion scheduled to 
10/18/13 1pm for Kootenai County 
01 :26 :02 PM DA We did not get a return call from her last Friday, my notice I 
received sets her motion for today in Kootenai County 
01 :26:32 PM PL I have not had any contact w/ her 
01:26:45 PM Frustrating for a number of reasons, I know Ms Pandrea is trying 
to leave the area. Mr Thorton's motion raises some questions 
J don't knO'N until we here the case. We still have a nagging issue 
that is hanging out there. I think Ms Pandrea has a motion on the 
table that we can procede to here today. 
01 :27:55 PM PL I am prepared today 
01 :27:59 PM I am, and I believe we have some preliminary matters. We have 
appeared and circulated an order denying PL's motion for 
DA reconsideration. We received letter outfing some of the 
objections she had. Ms Pandrea has reviewed that order, she 
has consented to it, court could perhaps enter that order. 
01 :29~27 PM 
J VVith no objection from Ms Pandrea I will sign this order and get 
this business out of the way . 
... 01 :29:49 PM We have been trying to ge that 30 day clock started on the 
survey, offers copy of survey, unfortunately surveyor had a 
problem acreage, this is a corrected survey that was served on 
.·· 
Ms Pandrea by e-mail. She has an objection to that survey 
because she says its so small she can't read it and states that 
J 




















I the 30 day clock not begin. Its common knowledge when you view a PDF document it can be enlargd, it may not be able to be 
Pr.lfl"ea· e, ...•.. ,. - -· .... _ --·--.l..f ,:,.- ,._ .,.._,. , .... _,. 'lf\ d"'" ,...J,..,-.t, ,..ninn L flf:Jlc.Uy~U. V'tl~ WVUIU llnC 1V !::fCa btdi. vV 'Citj v,v,.,,~ =:,vii•;:,· 
The parties had 4 more acres of property they had that they 
didn't know they owned. That was served on Ms Pandrea Sept 
23rd 2013 
· n, I never agreed to accept service by e-mail 
One change Mr Marquet noted there was a typo in total acreage, 
nothing in terms of survey and propoassed partion lines have not 
changed. 
In response to that I kept waiting to receive the survery and the 
description of the property, this did not happen. I called John 
Marquett on Sept 15th, 2013 he said he had provided Richard 
Kuk a survey map and he had provided property and easement 
descriptions. Mr Kuk to date has never provided me a ledgible 
map. I recieved an e-mail attachment on 9/25/13 shruken so 
it was not legible. I sent Mr Kuk a letter on 10/3/13 for a 
map to be sent to me, he did not respond and I have still 
never received a legible map from him. This violates Law 
That is all I have received from Mr Marquett We contacted Mr 
Marquet and asked him to correct the error, we noticed there 
was a typo in total acreage, we requested he correct that typo 
just in the acreage. I forwarded that e-mail immediately onto 
Michael and received a concurrance. It was provided to her in 
correct form only thing being that one typo. 
not complaining about typo but ability to read the survey 
Its PDF, you can enlarge it on your computer. At this point in 
time none of the parties are provided w/ an actual copy of the 
whole survery. 
rm confussed over this issue, it appeared to me Clark was to 
have survey done and pay for it, should I have to drive 30 miles 
PL 
from my home and back again and pay for a large map. I've 
done my over 2k worth of surveying on the property. I think I 
shouldn't have to spend any more. I'm very confussed about the 
delay. 
=== =====================~ 
the only copy I've ever received 
Court orderd survey be done and copy sent, technically that was 
done but practically there is an issue, this is a map that not even 
the court can work w/ consistent \AJ/ spirit of court's original ruling, 
she was to look at it, state her objections and respond. Not sure 
the 30 days should be running to entitle her to make that 









01 :53:40 PM PL 
01:54:03 PM 






.. Page Soff 
brought before the court of the law. 
· merit. Cary - has · 
nrn.....i1v, she breeched her fidiuciary duty as a c:c>-terliri. 
........ ~.,. the trust agreement by removing property out of the 
1 out my knowledge and · my lr1erest on my property 
loan. I argue here that the testinony d Clark evidert. 
.... tnAII_ answer questions legal and pelanent. Clark 
conveyed all of parcel II ID hersel. I have a right to 
Al'nMVt my complaint since I did not have 8Ca!S8 to this 
....,,,_llifln before trial. 
The court has received the briefings and responses, I recognize 
Pandrea has raised an objection to the timliness. I am 
persuanded to the limliness of the response. There is no 
reslliction on when one can amend the complaint. Inn addition to 
provicfmg Ms Pandrea w/ that suvey if you could forward the PDF 
copy to Judge's Chambers so I can ubTaze that and read 
I don, know if additional briefing on amendment of this issue 
would be of assistance to the court. My response was ha.med as 
the courtdate was moved. There are issues that were- raised by 
the proposal to amend the complaint. The removal of the 
property from the trust There · an idea of · tent that Ms 
Pandrea has raised today. I would sure like to have that olher 7 
days to bulster up my argument. 
I appreciate your willingness to do that. do not know is 
necessary. I think the timing of this motion creates more comples 
issues for the COU't to consider. If I do find I want some additional 
itfunnation I wiO put the parties on notice. Confirms addres w/ 
Pandrea. I'm suspecting Ms Thorton is going to discover 
some • of a problem exhisted in terms d the motion they 
wanled to litigate and they wsll likely want to re-notice that motion 
the aspect of this motion to interven deals w/ the 
particlan. 11s going to put is probably wen outside d time frame 
you concerned about. I don't think its going to be a problem. 
We remember your comment 
Produced by FTR Gold111 





nd as Trustee of the Kari A 
lark Trust u/a Dated June 21, 2010, 
Counter-claimant, 
21 MARYE. P ANDREA, a single woman 
22 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary A. Pandrea Revocable 





L the Plaintiff and the Defendant cooperate to ensure that the """'"""" crew 
cess to the property for the purpose of completing any survey(s) requu:ed by this Order. 
The Defendant win complete a survey of Parcel I and Parcel II and prepare 













Plaintiff of the 
















a single woman 
as trustee of the 
Pandrea ) 




This case was commenced on May 5, 2011 when Mary Pandrea filed a complaint 
for partition accounting regarding a parcel of real property located in Bonner 
,that as common with her order 
an answer 
and the disputed issues were tried before the court 
MOTION 
judgment was 








the ruling of the court, and an objection 
course 
filed a response 
reconsideration 
support of the proposed 
the trial decision. The 
counsel deteriorated, whereby Pandrea decided 
prepare the 
conducting a 
was actually a few acres larger than reflected the 
The entry of the final judgment has now been 
of the final judgment light the new evidence 
Reconsider are still pending. compound matters, a third 
party with a purported interest in the property has filed a Motion to Intervene. 
On August 30, Pandrea fifed her Motion for Leave to File the Second 
Amended Complaint She seeks to broaden the scope of the existing lawsuit to add 
claims, revise original claims and to add additional defendants. Pandrea seeks to add 
claims against Clark for breach of fiduciary duty, slander of title,conspiracy in slander of 
and quiet Clark 












''-'"''"'"''"' so requires. Rule 
the pleadings 
Pandrea's motion 















20 the interest of justice, district favor 





appears her lawyer and 
Court to 
motive on the leave to amend 











she is free 
considering pursuing a separate lawsuit; provided those claims are not otherwise 
barred. The Barrett's if any is asserted, be resolved post-
judgment proceedings. Justice does not require an pleadings. 
Pack River Road 
ID 83865 PO Box 1320 
83816 
Kootenai Idaho 
1 · /2013 14: 17 208-255-'7327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE PAGE 01/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF nIE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS'I'RICT~ 
OF TIIB OF IDAHO IN' AND FOR TIIE COUN""TY OF BONl'-i'ER 
MARYE. PA..11IDREA~ et al ) 
Plai:11tiff,. Couuttt-Defendant ) CASE NO~ CV-2011-835 
v. ) 
KARI A. ~ et al, ) NOTICE 
Ddcndant/Counter-Plaintiff, ) OF UNA V AILABaITY 
and, ) 
JOHN moRNTON~ ) 
} 
to ,,..,,,..,.,,,,...,. 18, 2014. is requested that no action be taken or noted during this period. If a 
preparation and response includes any of the unavailable dates, then are requested to enlarge 
that accordmgly. 
DATED this ~"id-day ot'I)rrm\.e.(2013. 
~ 
Val Thomto~ Attorney ror Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATION OF MAILING 
The undersigned hereby certmes that a true and correct copy of the furegoing was 
delivered as indicated, on the3e'dayofp:.eW\.~Y-: 20Il~ to' 
MARY PA .. NDREA ~ mailed to: 4687 Upper Pad: River Sandpoint ID 83864 
i-u.,,AJI:U.'UJ KUCK ~ taxed to: (203) 667-3379 
JOHN P. LUSTER ,X._. faxed to: (208) 446-l 119 
'.-..:.,1--~-· ~,-->..L, V\~~~·~__Jo__--
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r2: 16:17 PM 








I his ~ piece. We !Ire intervening 1n the fact that 1s ~lffllllinn 
partician ~ p;ccc. 
I was not inpowered to order an easement to be ea...11n11 
property that Mr Thorton owned. 
I assume the acooss road that is non disputed by r Ttw111N1 
the road that goes along Taven Creek. 
ft is true that the easeement that is being requested to go hOLII 
Mr Thorton's property is a tiny sliver of land, its the on piece 
land that the opposing parties claim any interest at all. The 
that this is a piece of property that is subject matter that · 
litigation above the court. It ould be much easier and faster 
aflow r Thorton to procede w/ his quiet title portion. 
I've looked over the pleadings thats pending Bomer County, 
the amended record of survey is the property lines that he 
reflected in the dead and the triangular strip that · the pana 
that e was under the Impression he was deeded and 
subject of his claim 
Yes 
If rm hearing Mr Thorton properly its their position there · no 
easer.ient across his property to access Pandrea Clark parcels, 
but your position there is express easement? 
Yes, Thorton's had this claim for an easement. we undefstand 
there is potential for Bonner County litigation to affect the case 
here. othing about this case affects any title to Mr Thortoo's 
n 
J of lK-COt'RTR00\f! o· . "'!6.12013 Page 3 of,: 
/! ~ ~ ~~~~:,~ !~\~-~e~~::_1i~~-o!.~h_; ~eJ,~~~7!:~~t~~~ ~~~~; ~~:;d~~ n Mr Kuck I Cll::fl cc II IVI.;) I QI IUI CCI i lCI.:> 10;;:;u g j.,m;:;aUiii~ .-.; ~ .. .:; ;,,u....:a ~ :;::. S, :,;; 
~ accepts Ms Clark's option one that we could get that issue 
ll resolved in the case. H 
I 
''========t;====~~====!l===========================ll 1102:25:44 PM I think Ms Pandrea wifl still want to be heard on the easement 
lf - J issue 
tL--- ~~=====#=============================~ 
1! 02:25:56 PM We prepared three different options. She doesn't agree w/ an 
" ~ easement going across her property we do understand the 
,1 M- begining point of that easement would be the bridge. I think we 
I/ i have a situation where Clark and Pandrea agree how parcel's 1 
ji 'and 2 sit between the two parties. 
JL:28:39 Pl\-11/ · ··-------li-he road doss not touch Thorton property it drives past t'le grave 
f site. The bridge was built in the spring of 1993 by Bob Wiltse, 
!I I Harry Clark never saw that Bridge. We are objecting to using this 
!i 1 easement to access her driveway, and possibly an easement 




II about this case forever Mary Pandrea's used the 
'· · · '· · ·· i! easerient through Thorton property to access a tiny shack located 
r: !!there thats the drive way that Bob Wiltse put in 1993. I can see 
;i they are already arguing that we have had knowledge of this 
il iaw suit and their litigation forever. We are ask.ing that Mr 
li ___ II Thoronton's rights are not subject to this litigation . 
. ,c=======-d=---===-~---r::;.:-· - =·' ========II 
'1 _02:33:06 PM !I The concern the court has is that there is a case in Bonner county 
/; Jl ... i that irwolves all of the issues in this matter. Concern is why does 







1:=.-=--=··=,==c=c::1Gj:,,=A=cc=e=-s=s that would run through one parcel to the other. We are not 
---- I! /i asking for this court to resolve the. matter for quiet title. VVe are 
/i I asking this court not to partician the well piece, either for it to be 
~ !i excluded or held pending the well piece. It wasn't until Mary 
jj I Pandrea's approached Mr Thorton and said they were tryinng to 
Mr 
Thorto:1 
describe an easement through his property. A third party could 
buy his well piece and he would be prejudiced. If a third person 
.came and placed a fence aroud a well piece and not a part of his 
property, or if the deed he received when he purchased the house 
had a right to use water from the well. Mary Pandrea•s was his 
land lord, she is the only person now who cfaims an interest in it 
As another part in the history of the property to alocate well piece. 
Its changed hands and difficult to see a small portion o 1 and 3/4 
1 acre piece could be removed, it takes away the source of water 
for the residents. The title company states they have no way of 
,. knowing that the we!! didn't belong to the house. As to Mary 
~ Pandrea's and Cary Clark who created the entire situation. They 
Ii Pi are the_ones who wrote_ up these quick claim deeds. They were 
iti I trying to use that driveway to parcel one as to all of the parcel's 
1i 
j.1 
i we believe the only way he can protect his rights is to stay the 
,; l case until he has had an opportunity to verify the well piece. 
===='=' -=11=~~-~.~--~~---~!""'"- - -
: 2 :41 :50 PM 11 11 n goes back to think of things that have happened in trial, if court 
~ ~ 
\i ,,; ,J 













03:17:52 PM J 
03:18:45 PM r uck 
03:19:11 PM 
J 
3:20:10 PM end 
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KARI A CLARK,, a single woman ) 
individual and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and !vfary Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
April 9. and Dated June 21, 2010) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 





E P M'DREA, a single woman) 
23 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and lvfary A. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 









ectfully moves the Comt for the entry of final judgment in the form of the proposed 
MOTIO~ FOR E1'TRY OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 1 





















--- ----·- y . 
~-··:; 
-~~ 
Attorney for L".,Jl'-'U'-L<ll.u 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CERTIFY that on the~ day 
of the foregoing doc:urnent. 
Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
bl!J .S. Mail. postage prepaid. 
n Fax transmission 
[ ] Hand delivered. 
[ ] Overnight mail 
MOTION FOR El'i'IRY OF FIN'A.L JLl)GMENT - 2 
I caused to be 
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Mal"y E. Pandrea 
4687 Upper Pack River 
Sandpoint, Idaho 
(208)263-S494 
Pkidff, Pro Se 
COPYJCT 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fm.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER. 
i4J 00 2 
} 





















) OBJECTION TO CLARK~S MOTION FOR 
) 9('TR.Y OF FINAL JUDGMENT 
KARI A CLARK, a single woman 
and as Trustee of the Kari A Clark Trust 
u/a/ Dated June 21. 2010 
Defendant. 
KARI A. CLARK. a single woman 
indi.viduall.y and as Trustee of the Kari A. 















MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Carle and Mary E. Pandrea. Revocable Trust.) 
u/a Apnl 9, 2002 ) 
) 




January 3, 2014 at 1:30 
The Honorable Judge Luster 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
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Decision regarding petitioning of real properties described in these 
l)TCi«:eedlll;~ as Parcel I Parcel JI Pandrea specifically objects to the following 
L deseription of either the Pandrea or 
.... .,.?l,...,...., that will result from the partition; 
-'"n"' a proper legally described eas4~m through either the Pandrea 
from the partition; 
the partition; 
most receoov as instrument #416381under Pandrea's 
#525386 under Thornton's deed in its entirety. 
originally submitted partition division based on the 1 .c Order entered · 
in August of 2012; 
and is addressed more fully in the objections below. 
l Clark's Partition Sarvey of Clarkl.Pandrea Parcel I and Parcel ll is Not a Cerreet 
Legal Description and Purports to Oood Title in Tkomto11 
Defendant Clark was ordered to prepare a swvey and legal description of the division of the 
properties (Parcel I and Parcel Il) as Ordered by this Court on January is•. 2013. On, or about, 
a PI'Ol~~ ,,n""""'' was provided to Mary Pandrea whereby she bad 30 days to 
Pandrea responded within days and agreed to the division of the 
2 s properties as was descn"bed in the proposed Oark: survey; although Pandrea.'s proposed easement to 





























a hearing was held to address . bOlltron· MollO.n to lntentme to 
Pandrea V. CJarlc litigatioo. ~,r11"P!:I 'Was not in attendance for this 
SUD1;e:p:1em1V received the audio transaipt. Thornton argued two main issues 
an atteiroot to intervene_ The initial ooncem introduced by Thomtoo was that his 
the portion of the proposed 
of survey that Ghme prepared 
clarifies t.bat «this 
court (Audio at 1 :57:57). 
Ac.cordmg to the audio, of the Thornton amended record of survey were provided to the Court 
and Mr. Kuck, with a copy to sent to Pandrea (the latter did not occur). 
The CJark proposed survey prepared by John Marquette, mi included in this final order, loes 
not cooectly reflect the true and accurate border between the Thornton property and Parcell The 
Clark proposed survey includes property that is owned by Iotm Thomtoa The original GJahe survey 
that was recorded for the Thomton property in December of20I2 (Instrument# 836280) was 
err011UJUS and did not accurately describe the metes and bounds description of the Thornton property. 
This was corrected and recorded as the amended record of survey in October of20I3 (lDstrurneot 
#851908). 
It would appear that John Marquette prepared the Clark proposed survey using information 
the bogus survey prepared by GJahe and recorded in 2012. It is unclear why John Marquette did 
not use the metes and bounds descriptions for Parcel I and Pan.::d Il in preparing the Clark. proposed 
survey; however he lid not. 























er.roe. whereby Mr. Kuck indicated 
Unfortunately, :Mr. Kuck was refeniog to 
2:01 :53)- Thornton, oo 
as Clark's proposed property is not 
not corredlydesCJ."Ibed; and Thomton~s 
proposed as the Pandrea property_ 
the current proposed 
and Pandrea. as 
divides Parcel I and Parcel Il 
was referencing the 1me that 
is that, as it stands, the Omk 
serve as the 
IL PudRa Objects to the Easement as Described Through tile Proposed Pudrea Property 
PtllUltta epes that Ao embed easement by WtZJ of the tllready existiJ,.g easement to 
Parcel H (,qper aa:eu road) 6e ,ue,l for entry in du!. final ortler. 
In 1992, Instrument No. 4163Sl '\\t11S recorded whereby the easement to Parcel I and the 
easement to Parcel II were described as two separate easements of record {E;dtibit 2). The 
easement to Parcel I describes the driveway to the residence on Parcel i and the easement for 
Parcel Il describes the road located above the now Thornton Property, or referred to in these 
proceedings as the "'upper access road". 
Although the legally described "upper road" easement to Parcel Il has been in existence 
since on or before 1975, Clark has argued that a foot-trail should be allowed to continue through 
Parcel "I. even fflOlwtn Clark inaccurately described this as an "existing road". Pandrea argued that 
the primary. wel11-rnwn:_ well-traveled, 30 foot easement \.LU,..tuu~ a utility easement) to Pa.reel II 
2 s shouJd be described as the exclusive easement to Parcel I1 
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spirit of the intent 
~fflftuut Point to Clark's Proposed Dacribetl Eaement Tlungh P(ll'Cef I is 
ltwrJrn'l:lhl Described. 
lgj 006 
Clark Motion to Intervene 
property. again something she cm talce up on appeal and we [Clark] 








Contrary to what Clark stated she would do, Clark now proposing an easement through 
Pared l having a beginning point on the backside of P.andrea.' s property and e1Uls at the centerline 
of Tavern Creek. Essentially, this just extends the existing primary "upper access" easement from 
its beginning point off the county road through Clark's property, across Pandrea' s parcel and 
ending on the other side of Pandrea' s parcel_ 
serves absolutely no purpose as it does not provide Clark with any mgress/egress 




Pandrea' s property from the back entrance would only perpetuate the already existing problems 
that have continued to occur by these family members being in close proximity to one another_ 
l11CtJMisteRt wit/,, Tllis Cmlm Instruction, Clarfc luls Described tin EllSefflent Tltrougk 
,11,._ 7'f..-ifA• ~. 



























determined on December 6~ 2013 that easemem: slulll not be described 
the center point of tavern creek Parcel Il,, which denotes the section of 
non:lt:OD property where the easement to Parcel I In total disregard to this order, 
oro1oos~:n c.k~.bea secondary easem.ent specifically includes this portion of the Thornton 
property. 
298.16 
parcel described in Instument No. 
access and utility eA'iement descnoed 
said centerline S 58"05'35'' E. 
specifiailly describes the Thornton property where the driveway to Parcel I exists, and 
contradicts the instructions given by this Court not to include Thornton property in Clark's descnbed 
easement 
Not ooly does Clark propose an easement across Pandrea's property from the back entrance. 
she also indudes the portion of the Thomton property that this Court specifica1ly mstructed her not to 
indude. Therefore, Pandrea objects to the final order whereby Clark's proposed easement 11t-ould be 
entered. 
Cltuk Fflils to Provi.tJe a. Description of tlu! Width of t1,.e. Easement thnM.gh Ptmtlrea's 
property tmd lnclw:les a. lltility Easema,t 
J:n addition to descri.bing an easement that would extend the already existing easement for 
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The descrlptlon.--~imn1~ of the easement is 
of the~ There is 
overhead (E:chibit 3J The centerline of the overhead line 
the other side 
parcel to this is critical 
area where Pand:rea' s 
not necessarily nm in the middle of 












This could potentiaDy require Pandrea. tO remove all btu1iingq on her property, including her 
residence and her tenant, s residence! Pandrea' s property would be overburdened, devalued and clearly 
the easement would impede on her own enjoyment of her property. 
Pandrea. is not only objecting to the easement description m its entirety. but also the 1ack of 
d.escnl,mg the width of the easement and objecting to any right of Cbrk to reserve a utility easement 
through Pandrea' s property. It should be noted that the existing 30 foot easement dedicated to Parcel Il 
via the ''upper access road" already provides a reservation of a. utility easement and is used by other 
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CLARK FARS TO FULLY DESCRIBE THE EASEMENT 
ASSOCIATED PANDREA'S PROPOSED PROPERTY 
Pandrea 's Pared I has an easement that nms from tounty road through the Th.omton 
property to the cemerline of Ta.vem Creek. This easement recorded most recently under 












to This easement ( driveway) to Parcel I is described more fully in Instrument #416381, 
however it should be revised to extinguish the portion of the easement description that obsolete 
and runs across Pandrea.'s property. 
Clark did not provide this easement description in her proposed final legal description of 
Pandrea's property. Pandrea objects to the exclusion of this language and requests that this error 
be corrected. 
IV¥ CLARKINCOBRECTLYREFERS TO INSTRUMENT #833352 IN HERPRON>SED 
FINAL ORDER 
Pamrea requests that Clark clarify her portion of the Order on page 5 whereby refera to the 
"separate legally identifiable parcel of real property, as set furth herein, and delineated in the record of 
SlIDt~ recorded October 12, 2013, lnsttument No. 8333:52, the records of Bonner County, Idaho 
------- __ ,,_ -"f'T'lill!.~AT"""tl'11'T"'" @ 
































FANDIU!A OBJECTS TO THE IMPLICATIONS BY WAY OF CLARK'S ORDER 
THAT ONGOING OR F'U1'URE LmGATION BE PROBIBfIED 
Clark's Order purports that "the Decree of Partition set rorth herein be effectual 
forever,, and judgment is bwding and coodwi.ve on all persons named as parties to the action" 
(JwJgment and Decree Page 
Pandrea. objects to this Janguage as it prevents her 
against Clark foe stander of title. breach of fiduciary duty and quiet title as a remedy fur relief of these 
claims. Additionally, this would impede upon Pandrea, s right to chaD.eoge any deci.sioos made under 
this judgment, to bring forwani to the appellate court. 
Pandrea would propose this section include the addition of the verbiage «with the 
exception of anJ unresolved claims that resulted from the actions of the parties regarding the properties 
prior to the enny of final judgment''. Therefore, this section of the Order would read: 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUOED AND DECREED that the 
Decree of Partition set forth herein shall be effectual forever, and judgment is binding and conclusive, 
with the ~on of any um:esolved claims that resulted from the actions of the parties regarding the 
03/01 4 10:33 FAX 5092355567 




























to meet the 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
on day January, 2014,, I ~ a true correct copy of the 
:metnoo indicated below, and addressed 
Richard K. Kuck 
RICHARD K KUCK, 




Judge John Patrick Luster 
The Honorab1e 
Richard Christensen 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
POBox:9000 
Coeur d' AJene~ ID 83816-9000 






Plaint.ifl; Pro Se 
4687 Upper Pack River .Road 
Sandpoint, Ida.ho 83864 
(208)263 -5494 
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Exhibit i 
PA...~"DREA'S OBJECTION TO CLARKS FlNAL ORDER 








- Deeding of that portion 
Southeasterly of the 
Centerline of Tavern 
15 acres Lying 
Instrument #416381 Quit Claim Deed 
Recorded 12/1/1992 
From: Kari Clark 
To: Robert Lee 
I 
I 





Mary E. Wiltse 
Lying 
Southeasterly o{ the 
Centerline ofT4vern Creek 
Instrument #416381 Quit Claim Deed 
Recorded 12/1/1992 
From Kari Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Wiltse 
To: Robert Lee Wiltse Sr. and Mary E. Wiltse 
03/01 4 10:34 FAX 5092355567 COPYJCT 
II-
·416381 ~· QUITCLAIM DEED 
TC.I tn~.11. kid• !!.'tie /fJ ?,f,. ~.-.c 
WC Lon1 OQO tht·wt&rul ainw mu1cr,6 1,l\G 2:'ili~'illJG *::Y J. 
wUtH. & 111&%rl..:! WOM&\ dealt:,,- tn, hec aote n4 ceoaC>&to ixi:m41,f'l!:'"-
aittent a&tr••• :.a ,o eox .n. :u1111m. -. ~Y of 
it;&t.O of w.shlftftCD, 1, ieart L Clacll., 1 ~. ~•"' currei:u:. 
&4Jt:UI ia UO !.tlldm Aq.-iull !!ll)t:l!tl, ~ Sa~tlo, \IA. HlGl , 
~ o( ~or. ~tats ot WNl'd.qt.cn, tt'le of tM fU'IR pa.rt a.-U: 
~n _ .. ltiltse. Sr. am! N:Y B. W1ltlHI, SM .u •. of. i>C ~ 
.i.,l. AU,!cn. WA U!GJ, t~ty cf Wl\l~. lt&C;,11 ct l!IIUI~-. C.l'lit 
p..1:t lea ot ~fl• &a::gw.1 ci&C't • 
~ 't'tla~ tho e&111 !"1£'.e pa:1:. tot: &Ill! !.:. 
cao..11,1:adoa. o! 1t:li• Jrum cf e::en ~ of ~ urut.94 
Stti:.eis ct Affl.ftka, le tfte'11 lfl NM "td Nft'f.N - di• ~
04'1:. l:.!le reeeip~ 'Wbecect ill ~re!,r 40 tiy pre111111\Ce 
>'11«1Ue, r:elea"e 4Dd to:rever QVr:c"'..anl ueo ,:,:ta n1& ;:i? t.ne 
i,e(:(!tld pact, sad to their bet~ IJld •••ltna au. e.-~ '!.ot. tih,ce, 
or p&r.::el ol 1,1111. •i~t•, :,t,q l.nd belng l'C. ~Y of 
~·!.!'lin:, S-cate of t&t.o. ~ed. aid 1'41:"t.iei&Ucly &fl follows, 
to•witt 
Tb..!it ~t"l:,iQn ~ l:.Q f'oll~i~ a.,,:i.e.d. 'f'rlHl.~ lyi~ ~he.u,tr.;-ly 
,;:be Cent1u,U;:t9 of '1'.SVllrlli crt!'llt• 
11,. cc.sec of larul loc:aeed ic. Se<:e!on J.1.. 
!':&O'J& :i Weai::, aot•• ~Uli41'h DOM~ C!fflnty. 
fully ~~iboel 4S fcll°"11~ 
COllill'MJf'.Ci~ A'l'. th9 SO"!#l::?UtlUlt eo:::net eif 
thence No~t~ t ~••• sa•ss• Beae 
ea!.d se.:-tton a dtK&ru:11 ot 1:us.,12 
di.a,::;a:,,,;11 of" U'7 !l .63 ! 111111: to cu 
~r,;,I'!. :n d,,_rN# 5'7 '31* Weet a 
e:aeeee l'IQ'l'th Cl a~ee11 0-l. •23• Wee-:. a 41.~AK• 
!eee; tmmc• swu. n ;:e,;:-eu u •2:1• 1tlt$t: a 
.,s.oo !eet, ~~ e6 dagr~e Gi'23• ~ • ~,5~,.....,,w 
~~ J75.IH.I t.ee: t:.l\ncw Jcueri. 1a d.!Jl"teo 32':U" Ba.at • 
diatanc. ot 1ss.s, feet:, ebllff'IC• &eu.tb St dei,p:eee zs•si• ~t 
, 41~• of Je:.10 r,.c eo 1:'.h lfe•terly nt;J:lt:.·OC"·w.t.v of 
::he o,, .. rwy ao..11; 'CJ:lenee ~thw!l»te.;!y alacQ tll.e rJ.•·«--Y 
oC i:118 CQW.~Y l'Oe4 ta ;;lt• cJUead. of h~ ll!Vff't ebimce 
?f(!r:1:h-st;S('J;f Slcmo' tbAt tl'U:Nd of P&Ciit it1v~ t;O • p:>il.llC t!:a': 
I.a SO';ittl 2'!' dei;,:ege S"Pot• zu~ O: ea. p:d.ac O: ~, 
t~e~e, 5ort~ n 409:ree11 5? '01• Wee,:; to tl:le Jie11!.t: of 
b1191~. 
sw:i,ecc: t.o- aGd n11ervic;r • .!G~a fgec 011~ fa=- a ro&i:I 
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EASEMENT 
EASL~made this ofOctober, and between 
BANK OF IDAHO, a "'~ ..... .,,h corporation as ..... '""""'"""" Trust ofHany F. 
partyofthe part, and STEPHEN S. MURPHY MICHELLE P . .MURPHY 
parties of the second part;, 
WlTNESSETH: 
"''"HEREAS, parties of the secoad part are the ownen of certain 
NE andS NW 
Bonner County, Idaho, 
WHEREAS, tile party of the fint part is the owaer of certain properties in 
Trust ill the Southeast QWU't-er of Section 11 and is the South Half of Section lZi all 
io Township 59 North, Range 2 West, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idallo, and 
WHEREAS, said properties are pre1eotly served access for ingress and egress 
over an existing private road which has its beginning approximately 300 feet South and 
East of the existing bridge which crosses Pack River at its junaure with the existing 
County Road and thence extends Northerly to the Kamksu National. Forest, being the 
South line of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 11, and thence Easterly over said 
Forest property to the aforedescribed properties of parties of the second part, and 
men.ice through the Westerly pa.rt of the properties of the parties of the second part and 
tnence South and easterly through lands belonging to the United States of America and 
adminiStered through its agencies to and serving those properties of the party of the first 
ltlou 
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on 1S as 
THEREFORE 
and convey use and 
apenn:meut runm.ng the 
common part the under Trust and the parties 
of the second 
successors ia iaterest of parties beret~ for road and utility purposes over and 
described properties ad along the present e:mting private 
roadway aforesaid, 
widen and make and minor curvature grade changes as they deem 
necessary and at their own expense to maintain the same in such manner and with such 
surfacing thereon as may decide from time to time. Provided, however, that mch 
use by the parties shall not unreasonably interfere with the use thereof by the party 
o\Jining the tract over which said right of way proceeds and the use of the lands through 
which said easement runs, and the same shall not exceed 30 feet in width. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their bands and 
seals the day and date first above written. 
BANK OF IDAHO~ N.A 
Trustee Harry F. Clark and 
Edith E. Clark Trust 
By: Lil LeMaster 
Party of the First Part 
Stephen S. Mur.phy (signature) 
Michelle P. Murphv {signature) 
141020 
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STATE OF ) 
ss 
County ofBooner. ) 
COPYJCT 
betiore me. the undersigned, a Nn1·-Public 
Der5i0Da.U1 appeared STEPHEN MIJRPHY and J•LL•l,,,d..U..d..\L,.C, 
me the persons whose names are to above and 
foregoing :msltrw:netit., and acknowledged to me that they executed the same, 
J.u;;,1."\..l:;vi' I hereunto set my band and date 
@021 
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Exhlbit3 
P ANDREA'S OBJECTION TO CLARKS FINAL ORDER 




NORTHERN LIGHTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 269, SAGLE, IDAHO 83860 ... .. PHONE (208)263-5141 
KNOW All MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, 1hat we the undersigned, (whether one or more) for a good and 
valuable consideration. the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, do hereby grant unto NORTHERN 
LIGHTS, INC., a cooperative corporation {hereinafter called the ·cooperative") whose post office address 
is P.O. BOX 269, SAGLE, IDAHO 83860, and to its successors or assigns, the right to enter upon ttte 
lands of the undersigned, situated in the County of BONNER, State of IDAHO, and more particufarty 
described as follows: 
For an overhead or underground primary distribution power1ine and a 
poweriine, across a portion of the following described property: 
and to construct, operate and maintain an overhead or undergro 
distribution lines or systems on or under the abOve described lands 
roads or highways abutting said lands; to inspect and make 
improvements, removals from, substitutions and adcfrtions to its fa 
time deem advisable, inducting , by way of example and not 
decrease the number of circuits, wires, cables, handholes, 
transformer enclosures; to cut, trim and control the g 
shrubbery located within 20/10 feet of the center line of 1 
threaten to endanger the operation and maintenance of sa· 
growth of other vegetation in the right-of-way may i 
means of control employed); to keep the nse er of all , s1ructures or other obstructions 
within a lateral distance of 20 feet from tile of overhead fine or 1 O feet from center line of 
underground line; and the right to permit communication and other circuits on the poles 
of said electric transmission and · · · 
The undersigned agree th~ will 
lawns, driveways, Of other ftOl'C:nn<:11 
reach the property of the u 
undersigned as weP as to 
crossed to reach the rvn_tv.,. 
restoring such third 
court costs inc 
!lf1demnify Northern Lights, Inc. for any damage to 
· by the crossing of 1he such property to 
applies to damage caused to 1he property of the 
• property of third pe1SOns whose property must be 
. The undersigned agree that they shal pay the costs of 
original state, including any reasonable attomeys' fees and 
t all , wires and other facilities. including any main service entrance 
under the above described lands by the Cooperative shall remain the 
9bfe at the option of the Cooperative_ 
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RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT 
WO# 
Loe ID: 
fN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Granters have set their hands and seals this ________ day 
of . 2013. 
i ,,_ _________________ _ 
~-------------=------
STATE OF _________ ) 
ss 
COUNTY OF ________ ) 
'·-------------
residing at ___________ _ this day. personally 
appeared before me _____ ~--Ill! ,---------. known to me to be 
the individuaf(s) described~nd 
uses and purposes herein 
GfVENUNDER ___ day of _______ • 2013. ~-:Mi 
My Commission Expires---------
